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February 22, 1978
From Council on Court Procedures, University of Oregon Law Center,
Eugene, Oregon
EUGENE -- A public meeting of the Council on Court Procedures will
be held in the Fourth Congressional Distri.ct on Saturday-, March. 4, 19.78,
in Harris Hall, Lane County Courthouse Complex, Eugene, Oregon, commencing
at 9:30 a.m.

At this time, the Council will receive public comment and

consider various suggested revisions to the Oregon pleading, practice and
procedure rules.

COUNCIL ON COURT PROCEDURES
AGENDA
MARCH 4, 1978
HARRIS HALL, LANE COUNTY COURTHOUSE COMPLEX
EUGENE, OREGON

1. Public statements
2. Report of Subconnnittees
3. 'frial procedure
a. ORS 17.160 Examination of jurors by court
b. ORS 17.210(4) Length of argument
c. ORS 17.255(2) Written instructions

d. ORS 17.431 Findings of fact in non-jury cases
e. ORS 17.615 New trial-failure of judge to rule
in 55 days

)

4.Pleading
5. New business

MATTERS DEFERRED UNTIL AFTER PUBLIC MEETINGS, TO BE CONSIDERED
IN PORTLAND ON APRIL 1, 1978:

-----

1.

Discovery of experts

2.

Interrogatories

3.

Rule 15(c), relation back of amendments

4.

Dismissals and directed verdicts

COUNCIL ON COURT PROCEDURES
Minutes of Meeting of March 4, 1978
Lane County Courthouse, Eugene, Oregon

I
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Present:

Darst B. Atherly
E. Richard Bodyfelt
Sidney A. Brackley
John M. Copenhaver
William M. Dale, Jr.
Alan F. Davis
James O. Garrett
Wendell E. Gronso

Absent:

Anthony L. Casciato
Ross G. Davis
Lee Johnson
Donald W. McEwen
James B. O'Hanlon
Charles P. A. Paulson
Roger B. Todd

Garr M. King
Laird Kirkpatrick
Harriet Meadow Krauss
Berkeley Lent
Gene c. Rose
Val D. Sloper
Wendell H. Tompkins
William W. Wells

Vice Chairman William M. Dale, Jr., called the meeting to order at 9:35 a.m.
in Harris Hall, Lane County Courthouse, Eugene, Oregon. Since the meeting was
scheduled to provide an opportunity for public statements, the Vice Chairman first
made a brief statement of the purpose of the Council and actions taken to date.
The following public statements were received:
Charles O. Porter, Eugene, Oregon, spoke and recommended that 17.210,
order of proceedings on jury trial, be changed to provide that each juror
should be given a written copy of the court's instructions before, rather than
after, oral argument. He stated he felt this would allow the jurors to have
more of an idea of the law and would tend to shorten trials. He explained his
proposal more fully by stating that after all jurors had been given a copy of
the instructions, they would retire to the jury room and have an opportunity
to formulate questions in writing which they would present to the judge in the
presence of the parties and the lawyers. He suggested that notice pleading
be adopted and that pretrial orders be authorized.
Roy Dwyer, Eugene, Oregon, spoke and presented the problems he encountered
as a sole practitioner when confronted with any additional paper work. He
expressed apprehension concerning changes the Council might be considering with
regard to jury instructions and adoption of federal interrogatory rules.
Hugh G. Collins, Medford, Oregon, spoke in opposition to any reform which
might result in adoption of more federal rules. His views are set out in detail
in a letter written by him to Charles Paulson, Council member, copies of which
were distributed to the Council. He suggested that the Council (l) adopt a
rule "cleaning up" ORS 41. 616 for the reasons stated in the- article appended

to the statement distributed to the Council and (2) that the Council not adopt
the federal interrogatory system.
William E. Simons, Eugene, Oregon, made a presentation in which he
advocated procedural reforms in the following areas: (1) interrogatories;
(2) provision for tape recording depositions; (3) mandatory pretrial procedures; (4) changing to notice pleading rather than specific fact code
pleading presently required. His views are set out at length in a written
summary distributed to the Council.
Edward V. O'Reilly, Eugene, Oregon, commented briefly about the proposed
adoption of interrogatories, and his opinion was that the amount of paper
work created by a change from present rules might be sonething that a sole
practitioner could not carry. He said he thought the present system is workable.
Harold D. Gillis, Springfield, Oregon, spoke and his first suggestion was
that perhaps the Council should have been composed of more non-lawyers because
of the public's concern with cost of litigation. One of his objections to the
federal rules was that he felt they vest too much discretion in the judge.
He expressed concern over the present code pleading system and favored notice
pleading, as well as a modified form of pretrial and statement of agreed facts.
He believed the procedural statutes for discovery should operate as follows:
(1) it should be left to the parties, with very broad discovery; (2) if discovery could not be accomplished voluntarily, the court should then order it,
and (3) resort to protective provisions if someone were overbearing. He said
he did not favor the twenty-interrogatory limitation.
Michael J. Starr, Eugene, Oregon, spoke generally in opposition to federal
rules. His opinion was that having interrogatories would not do away with
the need for depositions. He stated that both interrogatories and depositions
are expensive for the client, and that the only need for interrogatories would
be to find key witnesses. He said his practice was limited to personal injury
and workers' compensation cases, and that if he were forced to do additional
paper work, he would have to raise his contingency fees.
The Vice Chairman then asked for reports fron the various subcommittees.
Judge Dale reported that the trial procedure subcommittee had not met.
, Garr King, chairman of the discovery subcommittee, stated that they were
still working on revisions to the deposition rules and that he had asked the
Executive Director to prepare a draft of rules based on the subcommittee's work and
existing statutes. Laird Kirkpatrick reviewed changes adopted in the 1977 Legislature. He stated that it may be desirable that witnesses as well as parties
be able to seek a protective order. Mr. Kirkpatrick said some attorneys have
asked whether a copy of a request for production and inspection needs to be
filed with the court. He stated .his understanding was that the federal court
does not want motions filed until there is a motion to compel. He stated that
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a third area which could be considered would be scope of discovery. The scope
of discovery adopted in 1977 is based upon Federal Rule 26. The A.B.A. committee is proposing some changes in that federal rule. Finally, he said there
are some minor variations in wording in the Oregon discovery statutes and the
federal rules; some of these were intentional but some are inadvertent and perhaps these should be reviewed.
Judge Sloper, chairman of the process-jurisdiction subcommitteee, stated
they had met the prior afternoon in Salem. They considered existing jurisdiction arid process statutes, quasi-in-rem, publication, and the long arm statute.
It was the consensus of their subcommittee that the process statutes are a
problem. The subcommittee felt the long arm statute should be expanded to
provide the broadest coverage possible. The subcommittee also felt Shaffer v.
Heitner had far-reaching implications in the quasi-in-rem ax:e$ .. It __ i;t.1_1,0_ wo1,1ld _
be necessary to completely rewrite the publication statutes and to reorganize
existing process statutes. The subcommittee finally concluded that the
Executive Director should prepare a comprehensive revision of the process
statutes following his work on discovery, and they would then have another
meeting. He also said that they had received a suggestion for service of
summons within the state by certified mail; the subcommittee rejected this
due to potential unreliability in delivery of certified mail.

)

Richard Bodyfelt pointed out there is no statute which codifies forum
non conveniens and this might be a desirable rule. The Executive Director
said he would submit a specific rule to the subcommittee for their consideration.
Hugh Collins asked the committee if jurisdiction was within the rule-making
power of the committee. There was some disagreement on that question among
Council members. It was suggested that the Council could deal with process but
not jurisdiction. A question was raised whether the long arm statute was a
process or jurisdiction statute. Justice Lent felt that the first order of
business in this area was to decide what is in the Council's rule-making
authority. The Vice Chairman stated that it was appropriate for the subcommittee
to investigate this. After this discussion, the Executive Director suggested
that he would furnish a memorandum on the question to the subcommittee.
After discussion by the Council concerning trial procedure, Items 3(a)
through (e) of the agenda, a motion was made by Laird Kirkpatrick, seconded by
Judge Sloper and unanimously passed, that those issues be referred to the trial
procedure subcommittee.

'. ____ j

)

Garr King expressed concern about the procedure for voting on matters at
the April 1 meeting, which he would not be able to attend. Justice Lent
questioned whether any final action could be taken without notice to the Bar.
The Executive Director said that under Council Rules of Procedure, at the
October meeting the results of all decisions at prior meetings will be prepared
in a tentative final draft of Council rules for submission to the Legislature.
The statutory notice of proposed final action will be given at that time wi.th an
opportunity for Bar and public comment before final action in December. The Vice
Chairman said in that sense all decisions at this point are tentative.
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Justice Lent then referred to the proposed rules of pleading and suggested
that the word, "claim", could be used instead of "action" to describe all cases.
He again suggested the danger of confusion between action and the concept of cause
of action.
The minutes of the meeting held February 18, 1977, were unanimously approved
as submitted.
On motion of Judge Sloper, seconded by Sid Breckley, the meeting was
adjourned at 12:03 p.m.

Respectfully submitted,

Fredric R. Merrill
Executive Director
FRM:gh
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MEMORANDUM

'IO:

Members - Council on Cburt Procedures

FR.CM:

Fred M:rrrill

RE:

PIEADTh!G RULF..S

February 27, 1978

The attached rules are a revision of Chapter 16 into a logical sequence
fonn. Rules A, C, I, K, L(4)-(7), Mand N are alnost entirely based on existing
statutes. M:Jst other rules have sane parallel in the existing Oregon statutes.
The mcrlifications are based on federal rules and other jurisdictions. The
organization is derived fran that used in other jurisdictions. The comparative
jurisdictions were Alabama, Florida, Idaho, Iowa, Massachusetts, Michigan,
Minnesota, Missouri, Nevv York, Ohio, Rhode Island, Tennessee, Te.xas, Utah',
Verm:::mt, Washington, and Wisconsin. Rules N through Q are not strictly pleading
rules but were mcluded because they are referred to in the pleading rules.
letters were used rather than numbers because these rules would be preceded by
general rules relating to scope of application, fonn of action, process,time
corrputation, etc. When a final draft of Council rules is developed, the letters
will be converted to numbers.

Rule F has already been adopte:i by the Council. Rule L (3) has been considered and action deferred. Rule D(4) is the notice of appearance proce1ure
requested by the Council.
The general approach in this revision was:
(a) 'lb retain the present level of specificity in Oregon pleading, that
is, fact pleading. This was primarily accorrplished by retaining a requirenent
of pleading ultimate facts in Rule G, retaining the :rrotion to strike and notion
to make :rrore definite and certain in Rties J(4) and (5), and retaining the
requirement for separate staterrent of claims and defenses in Rule E(2).
(b) 'Ib reduce waste of time at the pleading stage by el.uninating useless
pleading rules and discouraging frivolous :rrotion practice. The primary rules in
this area are: B, limiting the number of pleadings; E (3) , relating to consistency;
J, relating to defenses and notions, and L, relating to arrended pleadings. Although
these rules eliminate the label of the demurrer, the same function is perfonred
by the :rrotion to dismiss under J (1) • Tt'anslating the grounds of demurrer into
grounds for a :rrotion to dismiss rrade drafting much sirrpler and allowed one rule
relating to consolidation and waiver, J(6) and (7). A demurrer to an answer is
replaced by a notion to strike under J(S).
A section-by-section ccmmentary showing the source of each rule will be
furnished at the rreeting.

FRM:gh
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OREGON RULES OF CIVIL PROCEDURE
A.

PLEADINGS LIBERALLY CONSTRUED - DISREGARD OF ERROR
·L .-~ ~tt(.LL C""'d,t..., c7u,.•.,.,
Al. VAll pl;~di~gs sh-~11 .•be liberally construed with a view of substantial
justice between the parties.

A2.

Based on ORS 16.120.

-16J~it}.
rn.•:rx.-gm·d of
not affo-cth1~ ~:,,l::·i~-antial
shall. 111 t·vcry :,!.age of an
;!riv crmr or <lr:foct in the

error or ddcd
right.. The euurt
action, disrq..:ard
pleadi1lf:i CJ, r:roCL~dir1+,;:; whirh drn.•:; not aff c-ct the s1~!-su!1~tial
right~; of th,· wh <·r:,(• pmty.

(_ Existing ORS 16.660,.J

B.

KINDS OF PLEADINGS ALLOWED - FOR..l--fER PLEADINGS ABOLISHED
t: / e ,, t{ H\ ~ 1

I

.: If .i

1, • 1

·-·--··--··

..

d.

Bl. .II'here shall be a complaint and an answer.
counterclaim and a crossclairn.

An answer may incluue a

A defendant's pleading again~t any

other person not already a party under Rule K is a third party

)

complaint.

There shnll be a reply to a counterclaim denominated

as such and the court may order a reply to any matter constituting
a defense in an answer.

There shall be an answer to a crossclaim

and to a third party complaint. .· Basecl on CPLR 3011 and Federal :Rule 7.
le,• ./.,.;.. ,1 ~ · A¼<>/ .'~;,:1,-i ,
B2. \'.Bili·s····o·{ reviver and bills of review, of whatsoever nature, excep(J

tions for insufficiency, :i.mpertinence or irrelevancy, and cross-bills,
demurrers and pleas shall not be used.

C.

Based on ORS 16.460(1)

ORDERS AND MOTIONS

~,.0J..;.
Cl. \.··Every direction of a court or charge made and entered in w'Titing in
an action of special proceeding, and not included in a judgment, is
denominated
an
.
. order.
.

-+

'f--!)~!I,___ ~ ... _·· '·

j

!

'

..f,~ .::, . , ., ,., :- , ~ ,_. . ~

C2. y7;'~n application for an order is a motion.

!>.a,,,.

' ..).
S°:..J!..·~--: /

Every motion, unless made

during trial, st~ll be made in writing, shall state with particularity

-,
the grounds therefor, and shall set forth the relief or order
Based on ORS 16.710 and Federal Rule 11.

sought.
/

l-6.720
Wrwn· and t:., v:hom mntinn:.;
6 t1- I'< ,.if.£
made. Motions shall be im1de t .> the t-CU!i. or ___.)
ju<lg(' as proviclf~d by st:,tutclTi1c'Y shail -i~rnade within tht~ cirruit wh,:re the nction or
suit is triable, except when mad~ to a ju<lge of
the c-ourt bdore w_hom t.he action i~; pending,
and v1ilhon:. notice, in which cx--..e an order··
1113.Y be 1m,,i,~ by such j·.1dge in any part of Lhc

C3.

1

St."ltc.

Existing ORS 16.. 720

C4.

\

()t ij\~-)

te:9SO
: .'··~t~_,.: t,;~ n:..:;tlon.. \ilhen. a
notit~: of a motion is n.:-:ces.sar,.·, it shall be
serw..J JI) cbys bdcmi the time.aproi:1t.ed for
the h~aring; but the rourt or judge t.h~n;'<,f
n;;1y µre,;,: rihc, Ly ord"r indor-K·d upon frw
nrA.ice, a srw:-kr ~in,,::. i~ni.i~ C;f a mr,ti,m i::
r:o~ nr·<:>!.,'-.:1ry excr.;pt when rt>quir"-vi hy st.:1tUU', or "",J:,.n din·cU•d by lht· co1•it or j:1,.!g•.! in
JJUrsunnc(: thr.:n.-of.
.

Existing ORS 16.730

cs. ,

I fi. 71-:j
H~!11ewa! of mo~ior.3 nr-c :..· int!S·
!y tlenit·d. If ;1 moi.ic,n m:.1d(! to ..:. ju~!ge ,A Hu·
,:<,urt ill .,.,.hich the ,,<.:tion, suit 1), prn.:t--<.•ding- i:;
!J(:nJing i:-; rcfu:-,1,-d in wi~tjlc or in p=.ut or is
grnr~~.t"'·i condit!n!•aily, no s!1r~;;,··q:1~~r:t nv-,fi<)n
for the :~Un;(: n:·,l,~r· Lt~:1H !x! r:,.;de to ,l.ll}' ci.:1('.I"
jur;re. A vi;,i;,.t:,-.,. t/ th:::: .'>-:ctinn Ls pu,,ir:h,!hle
:-1:-~ n. coutA:n1pl, r4.r,d ;·,r, GH.}<:r n-,<~dr: (."(1!1trar1
tl11_!r• In may l.'-' H!V(':'.(-<l ;;./ thro jndg•.! -..~·h,,
made it, o, v~!G~U-d Ly dv~ c,xl1. <.r jud~;e
there,if i11 whi,·h tlw :::,::i1•1t, suit.-;, prc.:-<-:0"Jing
i.s r.l(·n<li, 1;..'.
/

D.

Existing ORS 16.740

TIME FOR FILING PLEADINGS OR MOTIONS - APPEARAi~CES
....._ :,..,_c
fvtt F1ivr', nio1t~-~ ~el ple.:J_::"?!_.
1
Dl. )A motion or answer to the complaint or third party complaint shall
be filed ·1.dth the- clerk by the time required by law to appear and

2

'\

answer.

A motion or answe:- to a crossclaim shall be filed

within 20 days after the service of an answer containing such
;l

crossclaim.

A

motion to or reply to a eros'"'Clditfr-:-:;...:i. an answer

shall in like manner be filed within~O days after the service
of the answer or, if a reply is ordered by the court 1 within
10 days after service of the order, unless the order otherwise
Based on ORS 16.040 and Federal Rule 12(a).

directs.

p _I e-~;,.,. 7 ,.. r1~i''-·ll

f"',c

t,""""

D2.VIf the court denies a motion or postpones its disposition until
trial on the merits, any responsive pleading required shall be
filed within 10 days after notice of the court's action. (.
_J

~k,e-d (JtlPi f2~JJ

D3.

·-16.05{) - Enlarging time tt, plead -or do
other net. The eourt. may, in it.s <liscn~!ion,
arid upon ~;uch t,.!nns as may he just., allow an
a ns·:.r1:r or reply to be m:1d<!, or other act to be
done afu!r th(! time limited by the procc:<lural
statutes, or by an on:l•.!r t!nlargc suc.:h t.ime.
Wh.nt c.on.r.tituy.:R npperu:9-nce
....:=~~tl.i.n.g def t•n.dc.nt to ~e:-tn.i: notice._ to
.......
··
....----~e,end~nt
not eppeart_t:i; scn,n~ notice
Existing 16.050
.. , _..... .--·····
of rnotionr, upon defy.nd.R.nt...,..-:A adendant
8 PJ:lf!ars in an action .~ suit wnen he an.~wers,
.. - · · · • · ··· ·
D4. ....... _.... -~--... - .,,...... ... ~ or files am ion ty·;cin, nnd until he i
l'.1<1<::; &> ap1)(!ar h shall ;rot 1-..e heard in. s~ch., ·
action or Ruit, or m ao/ proc(~ng pcrtammg
thereto, exC'.'t.~pt he . · -ing of t.he und • . ~'9~
alhwcd tn. t: .! de ndant in the rovis~~
r~me<li"-.'fi of rre ~. atti¼chment. nd the,:delt\
ery of per.· n:tl roperty. \.\1w th~ do/c ndan r
11.ns not a',jY! ed. notice of 111ot.10p· or 0~~c
Proct-ed.i, g i<~><l not be i-cn·r.-d /upon . im
unle8" ,. " i·n, .... n·".rin•:d or wait of bml, or
Hnl~; i. :~~(-d
urt~judge thereof
·
J
•• • •~
\Vhen
In pm. anr-e of the ptyK(<lUl,i Si.-.'1,U_=s.

)

~

·r,:. th/

f_-·

•L

-·

\

l;;YBtin)j

E.

,.I

PLEADINGS
- t_FORM
..,._....
(

&·f,, 1~,.,...

NV~·,·

• ""'

s (';, ..

/' •'. I

f--. f.)

the :fondant hrui }lppcated, notice of _all
rnoti n.s, except rrn{tionl for orders setting.
li:n~ - for up~ara.'lces 6r hearings, sh.all be
Ber oo upon the def end.ant unlc~ the. court
de rmines that immediate actwn v,,,thout
~10 ce is in the furtherance of .ju.~t,i_c-P..

·-. ..,- .. · ·-· }
El. ~Every pleading shall cootain a caption set:ting forth the name of

the court, the title of the action, the register number of the

- 3 -

0

·1

I
C0->/I~

cause and a designation as in Rule Bl. In the Ccll*i-On the title

,)
of the action shall include the names of all the parties, but in
other pleadings it is sufficient to state the name of
the first party on each side with an appropriate ·indication of

('. (.., ;,t . ...,,.. l

other parti_es. 4'.iased on Federal Rule 10 (a).)

st.. L-t ~r::~ .. ~..-:.

-t.

,

64 !:'~~-~s; l'-.>,_)_....,<
d,·~~J_..::.;----E2.'('Every pleading shall consist ·of plain and concise statements in

~ ~ . / r__ffJl--hx~.-:::;..~~ ::.!-.;;~,,Ali

----

1-~

1.

consecutively numbered paragraphs, the contents of which shall
be limited as far as practicable to a statement of a single set
(> ,(_

of circumstances.

Reference to a:w incorporation of paragraphs

may subsequently be by number.

Separate causes of action or

defenses shall be separately stated and numbered and may be
.

I

::--rt'\

. --··

statedoregardless of consistency o.r- whether based on legal or
equitable grounds.

Facts constituting causes of action or

defensea may be stated alternatively and hypothetically.
(Based on Federal Rule lO(b) and CPLR 3014::
/

E3.

(c) Adoption by lkference; Exhibits .. Statements in a pkading may be adc.•ptcd by rdcrcncc in a different part of t!:r: same
pleading or in anc,thcr r,it-ading or in any mc,tion. A copy of
any writtc:n instn.mv:nt which is an exhibit lo a· pleading is a
part ther·eof for ail purpr.is,~s.

1

.,

r'-1 Besed

F.

"ffl'?•

Federal Rule lO(c).)

SUBSCRIPTION OF PLEADINGS

-.

Fl.

i6.0~)--(~) EVL!ry pk;-idi,~r, shall h,: s11l_,scrH1hl l,v the ),£lrty, f-if--he
is a resici(!nl of t.!1c· s:.rtte,]. or hy a i:esidt•nL attorn":i uf the state, ..t .
[.il!ld-y-~Xce?t ~-dc':::urrer, ;;t:-:-d-±--also be vr·ri.fi(,d by tiia p.:irt:;, hi::;
c1..r3-4-rt pr ~attT.. _-!itey, L,..· t ~ ,·r:·e, . . [ 1.-~l(l~ l:t. LL.!.: __~~-~,\ .:t f<> \JC· {rue.
Tl
. C.
•
,e--v...e:i::.1.,.1.cnn.01: rnu!-ot he. r.:;:,de hy the affj.davit c,~ ti;e party,.orJ. -...
e:-:ct·pt tIL";t· if ~lit···,. ::r1· ')i\'(·?·.-!1 p.-11·:·i.~·~; 1::~~t:·,; j~~ int.v:·r:st n:id
pleading toF,(~tht·r, :;l._" r! .:.-!.Ji11t; 11u::L 1-,e t;uh~;cri1)c,.: b'": .~t lf . . ast c:n(~
of,.,.,
--..-,-·l•.·),
.. L,·
r
.:r .
..
.• 1.c,1 p.,,,
,, ~lH'.11. -p,qr·ty ... l..s.w ....t:n1n-·-tni--r...,1n~tv--.'-lr.<l
....c..i~le
1

t

-

0

' l I'· --~f i .!,!;; V·.i..-r,--rrt !Y(!1"l::--t".se:··,· .

thr--;:rf f. id
. :1~,-i·r--.,
.. - . ..u....~•--hp
. -rn..,d e l.
1, ·•
j
tl1~~:.: ._. . . r.1t tnr!":c"': r-if ::~,c--n,··a-. t·t..". -· r.,r.½ .~. . .---:---~+
...
i-a,.,,...1·-.,_
__
...,~~
....
·r"'
r
,
,
rr'..._.d,.,
Cl.' •
.L :., -· .7 16',
~
!,y -tli1.:..-ab.._·n:.. or ;J t l.11ri,<.~y i r tlH' ;1ct ic,n nr--<h•f. •.. ,j.,.;-,._ .. l.;;'_f.oun<l!.!ti--~ ;1
O[-!,;;Q f; j 1':~

.-

.,

•4

I

,l \ .

..

•

....

1-•C, '

'

........

'...,,

F2.

G.

•..:

l - •

Any pleading not duly

,,;r

•

t

r

Ger

emlJ

Hiedsubscr lbed may, on motion
of the adverse party, be stricken out of the case.

cm-fPLAINT, COUNTERCLAIM, CROSSCLAIH Nm THIRD PARTY CLAIM

A pleadinB which asserts a right to relief,.whether a complaint, counterclaim, crossclaim or third party claim, shall contain:
(1)

A plain and concise statement of the facts constituting a cause
of action without unnecessary repetition;

(2)

A demand of the relief uhich the plaintiff claims.

If recovery of

money or damages is demanded, the amount thereof shall be stated.
Relief in the alternative or of several different types may be
demanded.
~ased on ORS 16. 210.

)

H.

_)

RESPONSIVE PLEN)INGS

IU. Defenses; torJr!, of Denials. A party shall state in short and
·~,..,t..p'l
.
plain terms
. e1e ... enses to each claim asserted and shall admit or
_.. _.,.(.......,.
deny the -r "' 1e 1 " allegations upon which the adverse party relies.¼ ~ - /
~\_,..~-~~s without knowledge or infornation sufficient to form a
~
belief as to the truth of an ..::i..vermen~ allegation,
shall so state
and this has the effect of a denial. Denials shall fairly meet the
substance of the averraents allegations denied. ~1en a pleader int;!ilryation
in good faith to deny only a part or a qualification of an -e-v-e-¼."ffie-lfu, A
b-{
.)..v...L A.~ shall specify so r.1uch of it as is true and material and shall
,;...,
deny only the remainder. Unless the pleader intends in good faith
~'f"-v d.t ·.
~ 1 to controvert B,~). t h e ~ allegations of the p r e c e d i ~ ~ 9 ~
~FR_: ':·e:1-c L~c!enials./as' spe.c;if~.... d~nials of desir,nate'c1 averme~lega tions
.(' allega tl.OnS or paragraphs, or
generally deny all the 8:VC?'f!\Cf\t'..S-t I except such d 7sis~ated m·er™~legations or paragraphs dS ae:. ci&. (' 1 c!"'
expressly admit~ but, when
o s so intend to controvert all its
aoe,rments allegations, including fi'<'"Cn,ents allegations of the grounds
upon which the court's jurisdiction depends, Roe l!laY do so by general
~enial subject to the oblig;itions set forth i1 Rule -rr:- .E_.

') \.tJ/.~ ·

~may'

(Based on Federal Rule 8 (b)).

't(, fW~ · ·,

R2. Affjrmative Defenses. In pleading to a preceding pleading, a
party sl1nll set forth ,'1ffirmatively accord and snt isfaction, arbitration and award, assumption of risk, comparative or conttibutory nesligence, discharge in bankruptcy, duress, estoppel, failure of consideration, fraud, illegality, injury by fellow servant, !aches, license,
payment, release, res iudicata, statute of frauds, statute of limitations,

- S-

unconstitutionality, waiver, and any other m3ttcr constituting an
avoidance or affirmative defense. Phen a party li.::is nistakenly
designated a defense as a counterclaim or a counterclaim as a
defense, the court on terms, if justice so requires, shall treat the
pleading as if there had been a proper designation .
...... )

( Based on Federal Rule 8 (c) ·}
H3. Effect of Fa:!.lure to P.eny. Averments Allegations in a pleading
to which ··a-·r·esponsive pleading is required, other than those as to
the amount of damages, are admitted when not denied in the responsive
pleading. 1".ver!l1,~nt3- AllC>gat_ions in a pleading to which no responsive pleading is rC>quired or permitted shall be taken as denied or
avoided.
....

/~ased on Federal Rule 8(d)/

i

I.

SPECIAL PLEADING RULES
Il.

Pleading Account.

A party may set forth in a pleading the itetl\S

_of an account alleged the~~n or file a copy thereof with the
y>w'-, •
pleading filed by lnnsd:f or by the party's agent or attorney.

·flt

If the party does neither, the party shall deliver to the

)

adverse party within 5 days nfter demand a copy of such signed
account .

.Any

other ~arty may nove for an order under Rule

(discovery sanctions rule) with respect to any failure to furnish
an account when denanded or when the account filed is incomplete
or defective.
0~scd on ORS 16.470.)

12.

Performance of condition
precedent, how pleudcd; proof. In pleading
tht:" pcrfonnan.:...-e of conditions precedent in a
cor:tract, it is not necessary lo state the facts
showing such perfonnance, but it may he
:;t:itf'd generally that the party duly performed all the conditions on his part. If such
allegation is controverted, the party pleading
is bound to establish on the tri::.d the fact:.;
shrrnring such performance.

-~ -

~
Judgment or o!.hf'r determination of court or officer, how pleaded.. In
!)leading n ju<lt:,'1llent or other dd.cnninntion of
a <.'l.1Urt or officer of special jurisdiction, it i.s
not neccs.sary to state the fact.c; conferring
jurisdiction, but such judgment or determinaLion may be stated to have be-en duly given or
m~de. If such allegation is controvertc-d, the
party pleading is bound to establish on the
trial tlw focts conferring junridiction.

Private st.ntute,

hov.• pleaded

In pleading a private statute, or a right derived thcref mm, it is sufficient to refer to
such statute by its title and the day of its
pas..:;age, and the court shall thereupon take
judicial notice thereof.

)
Corpo:rut.e existence of city or
<>otmt.y an<l of or<linn.ncc.i or cornpn.:hen-

~h:e plans generally, hov,· pleaded. (1) In
pleadi.-ig the: corporate existenre of any city, it
;.;hall be sufficient to st.ate in the pleading that
the city is c:-:i,;ting and duly incorpor:at.e<l and
organi:>:,~ under the laws of the Stat.e of
On:gon. In pleading Hw exisumct~ of any
c·,unty, it .shail h-:i sufficient to st.a!/.! in the
plPndi1·.g that. the cmint.y i;~ exi.,;ting nr1d was
fonrn~ m;di·r the hws of the St<itc of Oregon.
(~J In pl,_•:1ding an c;rdinam:c. c·on;r,n·hen;:,ive p;an or ,:111,ctrnc•nt {If any county or inrorporatt-'<! city, or a right derived therefrom, in
any court, it shal! be sufficient. to refer to the
ordin;rnr:c, c.nmprdiensive pbn or enactment
by it.-; title, if any, othc,..,,.,ii-;e hy its C"O!nmonly
aet"ept.cd rianw, and the date of its pa.s.'><-ige or
the <l.-1te of iLs approval when approval is
n<:'(".cs.sary ti) n>ndcr it <>ff1'Ctive, and fop court
shall thc1reupon take judicial notice there<>f.
Ac,, U<x'Cl in this suh:.;ection "comprehensive
plan" h;1s the rrll'aning givl'n that tem1 hy
197.015.

ems

oe~. ,~ .s-,o.
- 1-

!:~ ..
l.Jh<>l nr slanckr action,
p?eadu1is in. t1 l ln an nc:ti\in for lib<:l or
sl:.rnd(!r it ::-;hull not. hi: rn·cc:-,sary lo st~it1.: in the
complaint any extrinsic facts for the purpr:se
of showing the applic,ltion t..-J the phir,tifi t,f
the ddarn:lLory maaer out of whieh the c-~1u.,;e
of action arose; but it !c>h,'11! Le :-mfficier.t to
:St.at{: generally that the i;.amc wn.:, published
or SfY.ib•n concerning the plaintiff. If such
alk·gntion is conlrovcrt.ed, the plain!iff srmll
t..:! l.iu7:1d tn_ r!st.ablish on the trial th:1t it \Va:-.;
.'-', pu,.blis~'.l'd or spoken.
.
'°f(,&. ~'t ~

(~) 1~-~

tltJJR

j-.pf

tr'' 1 V

,f.:"~, ...

~

IL...,.-t--r' frit>i •

"fAt. ~

'iH/"llf.'f',

::ill~ge hJtb the truth of the m:itt-.:r char-;;t.-d as
ddarnatory, and any mitigating circumst.ano_.~, tu reduce the amount of d:-images; arid -rlJ
whether ;e prove the justification or r.CJt, 1--- ~
may givf in evidence lhe mitig:iting circ:urnst..'lnce~

J

~- _,

.J- ,

a,.,,---V(

clt..v-1A-

t X\.t tu~.5

o'2.S

I~. s .3a.

;,.-,. ..

)

~
Property cUst.r-r1ined, nnswer
in a<'tioa for. In an adion t.o recuvcr the
pi:~',:~•..;ion of pn!p1!rt.y, di,;tr;1in1>1i cl,iinG tbm-

d.J

t "' \

0--

Hf'f: an a fl..'-'.V,,~~r thz: t the def tt,:_in~la.,i.l'.I.,'Jr;;.i:,;..p~~,

. ~~1 wa:i l:twfully
j;.>.':..'"-::.;.~~d of the real prop,~rty upon whch the
b\; 'who~~ C'lmm:and

<l.istress wa-, m~tde, and that the propm"ty
di~;trairn.-<l was at tlw tir.w doing damni:e
then.°'.'<in, shall he 1~0,id without !-"'-'tt.i111~ forlh
tl1-.! tillii to :'uch real prop(:rt.y.

~Ll,1e
~

I

"----/

It i;::; not nt't'('S'.~:i:·y to ~/the capacity of a
p:!rly t<1 ~ue rJr l~v ;:u,_.d or !he authol'ity oi a party to sue or be
siw<l in a r.-·pl'e~.1:nta1 \\·(' t'apac::y o:· th!! legal existence of an orf~,ini:.a·d a'":sodntirm of JA·r·,;cms 1hat is mack~ a party, exci!pt to
the extt:nt :'t·qt;jrerl to s!)ow the juri;:;diction of the court: \Vhen
a p;1;·1y dr·sirt·:, tr1 1·:iis•..! an i:;:.;uc as to the J,,gal ,,xistcnce of any
party or tlw captlf'ity of ally party to sue or be sued or the autliurity uf :1 Jiarf\· to ~w· or he stit_•cl in a n·nr,.:-:1·11.1·\th·c
c·npac:itv,
•i.h
.
·
ctC~S U.T 1 •"-·
•
~ JJW~- ~:ll;t!l do ~;11 !Jy sin·l'ific rwgativ1· ;.w nr i\J\ \\"l1wn !;hall include
1
'\""' ,.
.rnch sur,prJrting p:trticulars as arc peculiarly within the pleadCap:1<'ity.

.J

f~ V(
1

•

I9.

Of fi<·i,·•I I)

•

.-..

~

,

.. • . oeunH•11, or ,,c-t.
or of1i, ··,]
., ·t 1't 1· · , rr· ·
1

In plr::1din:: an official c.!ocuan.>r 1h~lt the document
w;,, l,-::.sw~d o:- the ~,ct don1• in corn;,liancc \\'ith 1:m· .
.

ri11·11!

·

''

S :,U:!lC:!l'Ill 10

«l

"

ts

no.

Rec~_!als and t,legative pregnanee.

No allegations in a pleading

'

shall be held insufficient on the grounds that they are pled
by way cf recital rather than alleged directly.

No denial shall

be held insufficient to raise an issue on the grounds that it
contains a negative pregnant.
J•

DEFENSES AfID OBJECTIONS - Hm,1 PRESENTED - BY PLEADING OR MOTION - MOTION
FOR JUDGMENT ON THE PLEADINGS

J:1.

1 w f;wf
H11w J'n·.-;,·:1!c'd. F··p•·
.. d1•f,·11s"
in l:lw
to a claim
, '
• .'
· • ' •
< o ... e t. a. ; n:'t
foi' r,·iid i:1 :,nv plt·:H!in:'., \\'lit'! lwr :1 • ~ ( . 1 ,Hllit\'1·c::ilrn, eros~:C'!aim, <>I' tliird-j,:1rty ,·!.1i:11, s!Jall lie ;iss•~rkrJ in the l'<'~:ponsi\'c
p]r•:1c!ill;~ !hq..t1; if :1:,t' i" n•quin•d, t~Xc:cpl t]1:1t fhn foJ](,wing OC-_
11
...i,_,

1

7

f,•Jr,r·-.; m:1:,' ;1t 1ilr• r,j,lj(,;l 11[ tfH· filr•;1,kr f1P Jr;;1rlt> Jiy mrilir1JI:
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failure to join a party under Rule O.

(H)

-~------

...

,\ mo; i,;n 1n;d-:i1:g un:-· of i lwsc dcit-11-,·;-; .-:1,;,ll lw rn:i,i,· l,,,f,,r,• ),l1•.idirii: if .1 f11rtli,.r j,l,·:tdinl-: L: Jier-

rrdttcd. )in defense (if" ot,j,_·()!i:.~11 L~ ··.\';tived hy !y_·in;7 }Jjncd \vith
o:· m•,n: (J\l:t•r dcf1·n:--l':, ur ohj1•\·li!Jns :n :1 re~·pon:~i\·1· plr·ading ur n'!o\i,;n. If a pl1•.:di11L'. se!-.; forth ;i claim fnr- rclil'f to
\\'hich tlw ;1,]•;('!'si• n·;r/v is rF,1 :·1·q11ir('d tn :,c•nT ;1 re.-:rJrrn:-;ivc
~ H ' l!l;1y a,;:;,,n ·;!I flw !ri;tl ,111_y di:ft·11.-;1~ in l:;w r;r.fact to
01;,!

_J.

11.

t/V

-'?'t
W

I

1,,r'.·1· wt.

. . .
t I wt l.'t:11_:!1

,. .

•
.1
.
.
.
'
l
f
I 1t"'b~1,-...:t1",
_II, ,J!!_ ;1 mc,t'.im ;1s.-.c.rt1J_1;..:_tr1(: c en"'e ...
~
,~-~
f1,:· f;a1!,,n· ,,/ t!w pli-:i1l1nJ', 11) ~..L;d
·, ,····;14)-(0..,..i-"'-1'¥\_ f7,
1

:

0 .,

I ~ ~lf<, <!J··llil:-·;
~ ~ ~ f - n ~ - t - t , ~ · d , mall c rs nu hick l i10 pkad in.c;
un! r,n·:,1·nlt'd t 1 , ;,1id 1;f)t 1·x,·1!1dc•d l,y the C(Jtlrt, f.llc motion shall

- ( :sg:d~'-.,.1..cr
~vlt..)

.

t;.1,1 r ,c,

((,,,,,,,,,

be ln·at•·•.l ;i'-; cine f'c,r i-:u111m:uy judL:n1<..·11t. and disJ>os,•d of as pro.&.~::....--.-:-~-:-:---:-vich.:d i!1 Hui~, and ail rw·tit•s shall be given rcao:rma}.1lc opportunity to pn~scnt all rr.att'rial made pl.'rtinent to such P. motion
by Ruic~ ( So?l' .. (r}I j ul~\.\t.Ai Y\Jlt.)

.,,·-.....
J

'1S6..r-..!.

(

\\.

\IJ\'t-~

O'r\

0~$

~ :,Iotiou for ,.llid~1111·nt on th<~ Pl,·:uli11g'i. .1\ft(•r th,.! p]('adirws atl' l'l().t·1r i,ut \•:ithi11 sudi time as n<.:t to d1:hy the trial,
:111y ;i:,rty may nH1\'t: for jwi,:r1H'11t on tlw ple:idin::·,. If. rm a ·
rnr,li,,n f(Jr jll'i;:nwnt r,n tlw p!,':uli111::s, 111at1,•r---: ouf:,;i•!P 1!1(· rilcc1din;.•.-; :u·(· Jir•·:-:,·ntl'd 11J and 11ut c:xc:iuc!cd by the cr_.un, the motion
. shall Le l.n·at•_"I ;;-; r,ne fo:- .•'.1.i:rnnary jud:;mr•nt :mcl di~;po...:ed of
· as pr 1;·,idcci in· i~'.Jl,; :-'!"'i, and all pa1·th!s shall IK· i~i'.·cn reasonublc
ClJi:ir,rtuJJity tr> pn:~·'.('fl! all rnatc·r·bl m:uli• p<'.l'ti1:1·11t. tr:i such a motir,n by T{ulr ~. , _ (Iv"""'*"'J J~(j#'-.v.i \vft).

)

( ra. o.& e d ~ \'

F--!.clVrt1..l

R,.,{c,

'2. (

c.)'./

Preliminary Hearings. The defenses specifically
enumerated (1) - ('7) (A) through (H)_ in subdivision 1
of this rule, whether made in a
-· tJw n;oti"ll for j1i1k:1\•'!il
.
.
I
j,lc·;1din,: "!' i,:,•- mo11i:;1i, :111d
rn1·nl1n1ie(
---i!;- ~:i./,;ii•.. i, ;,:11 · tci ,_.r t iii·; ruh! :-:hall I.•,! ht'.':!.i'd ,ind (ktvnninccl be-

J3'
.~ ·-i
! 'i-1.
..

1

-----"--

f()n.·
lh,11

11 i;:! r,11 ,1pr,li1·:iti,,11 (,f ,:r:y ;;;1r-ty, unless !he court onlers
ti1,· l;,·:irin:'. ;;;;d :J;·l1·npi;i;tlion thereof he (i,,fern.•d until the

I rial.
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J4.

Motion to ~fake More Definite and Certain.
,--._____

._ ~•• ,.._,. ____ ...._., ..... __ ..,_,.._._......,_.,_ ... ,.,•,...-<1•r• _ _, ..

i

o.• . , _ ,

When the

allegations of a pleading are so indefinite or uncertain
that the precise nature of the ~harge, defense or reply
is not apparent, upon motion made by a party before responding to a pleading, or if no responsive pleading is permitted
by these rules upon motion by a party within 20 days after
service of the pleading, or upon the court's own initiative
at any time, the court may require the pleading to be ma.de
definite and certain by amendment.
(;ased on ORS 16.110. )

'--·

-·
.\Iotion to Slriki~. l:pon motion made by n PJtt.Y before
rc·spomlin;.', to a pJ,,;1dirw (1r, if no rcsponsi\'C pleading is permittc·rl 1,y tiwst: nil('S, tlfHJll m111inn nwd1~ by a p:!r1y within :!O cbys
after tiw sc·rvi,·1! <1f tht• plc;icling upon hirn or upon th~ court's
own ini!btin• :it an:-· linH·, th(~ <'Plll'L may orckr slrickcnlf~.
:~.~· ,. Ln_.: ·i··:.· 1.· ·1:~·;, i. nl tt,,f?r. · 1 .-, ·-.4'_, . ~~fl,Jndt.Lt. iL,!t1trtcn: .. 1, ~ .. ;,,t ~ 1:1,1 /;:, ~:, s~ .. 11,{~,,~(,U. flHi111..M

JS:

1

(A) any sham, frivolous and irrelevant pleading or defense;

(B) any insufficient defense or any sham, frivolous,

irrelevant or redundant Jl'latter inserted in a pleading.
r·
I

1

... ......_
;

Btt-.~ o. d ~ 'r\

0 ~$

1t 16 o

~ J Pe.Jc. 1'-a. ( R &> le

~

12.

C1111·,1>lid:din11 of Jkfr11~1·s in -'lotion. A party wl: 1J makes
:i rn,i1ir,n unril'r tlii..; nil,· m:,r j,>in \•:il-h it any r,1h,·r :nritinn
lH•rl'i11 p,,;\"id,•d f,,r and llwn av::il:tl,k· ~ .. If a p:ir y makes
a. 1_n,Jt_io:1 1~1i_d,·r !il_i: r11\~it~ ,,n~}__ t11rr•:from en::; rjt.''.<~nsc or
01>J1!rt1"n tn•·?1 a\"<111;il,J,_• ," i:m~.:--'Viwh this rule permrls to be
/ ' rai~ n:,- 1 ; , ~ c : hall not thr:rcafter mnkc a motion based
1h,~ d,-f,:11··,; _r,~· ,,ltjr·jj;db._c:o omitlt•d, except a motion as pro\ irlt·d 1n ~;Jtid1 :1!-!•n1 ~ ( ~ hereof on any of th,: gi-ounds there

(j'.,

1

OJ\

' ..~--~.

Fcd~l

ie...t..

IJ.

(j). )
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- t) ...

\

{fr)_..)

~ f'w~1

1-1,,•1.-
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t'.&l•-•••'--' .1-,;,.

11,:i:;.1

;;-,

11UL.

J..t::};tt_:

~~_itv to sue, that there if
7,
~r:!other acti~~ __ pending betweer
(9) .\ r!,·f,·:1.,·~ ,_,f l;i('i: r,f juri:-dic-ti,:;n m·•:!· 1li•: pcrsnr1~>the same par.ties fr
-.· ~ . i1,--Jii j,·i,·11,·\· . .,r j•n,1·t·:,:-:, nr i1i,;11!fil'iPn,·,; nf :-;c·1--;icc of
the sane cause,
. I ,., I (f [J'll_• :i r~\t,11,in
.
•.m t'll(' cll"cu1n.
;;1·,H·c-s:; l. ·, '.•:;n·;1·1 l ~{91·
1 r,m1t
:-,l;,nc·•·:; rJ,·.-,Tihr•d in :,td,r!jyj-;io!l ~ , (!r ( ~-,f il is neither made
by moti<:-?1 ur:d~'r this ruh• nor i:wlwlt'd in a 1-e~po?t!J'7.,plcnd:ng __, /L) ('')
or an anwnd11w11t tli\.•rt_'C>f iwrmitt.ecl by Rule }.;{..;..r tS~c made / L ·
L_·

as a mattc1· r;f course.

@)

-

'

'jA-~n:-:·-M-faHmc.-t~ntt: a cl,tirn u1,.,tt ~dm::h4'Clicf
Cilll.br [Till'!, ·r, ,.n.·-s-H.:..fr~n-H~-€;f--fttiltu·c to jq±n-a.i:in:rtt-in-cri~ocn~ble
u:,1k_.:..J1=u~-:i+l-,p1Cj an ohjeetion of failure to stntc a legal dern;1\' i"'.~ IJiadc in anv f,lcadin:! JKrmitlcd or orf r-1·-.:,•
. .... to ,·, chim
.
. I:, c,:;
. .,
.
.,
diircd u1Hlr::- Rul!} 7J,...;:;, or by motwn for Juclgmcnt on tht' pleading~·. c,r at 1h~. tr~:il (1n the nwdts .
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A· defense of failure to state a cause of action,

·S:/'

a defense that the action has not commenced within the

:1

time limited by statute, a defense of failure to join

•.r/

t

\-··'

....... ,,
\

;-r
,r

.. ~ party indispensable under Rule O,
·----····-,·· .....

-··-· ....
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J~(h.). )
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K.

COUNTERCLAIMS, CROSSCLAIMS A~D THIRD PARTY CLAIMS

k1,
Cmmtcrciuims. Each defend:
ant may sd forth :-:.s rnan,y counl.l!rcluims, both
)p~~:d ar,d r>qt11t.:1h)P, a..:;~y huvc again::t

~-~

th,! pl:.iilltiif.

o/1.>

1t.

~6~)

Cro.";s-daim i'.i/..;:UrL~t ,:odcfond:llit; ri;.;hls of third-party plaintiffs awl
ddu,dant.s. tll ]n ~rny adi.u:.i gp·~--whcr(;
two fir mon: p:ntif·s an· joinc-d as defenda:1~,.
any rl,:fe11r\;Hit m:J_v in
·
crnss-dai1n ar_~:-ii11:~t nny other dcf<·ndant. A
crc,~-,-clairn a: .'i(.:rih\ hg,1irist a codefend:.rnt
1n11-:t b2 <,1,e t·:,i,:tin1; in f;n,,r of tlie Jd,mdant
:is·.;,·rtin;: th,- cr:•:, ci.iilll anJ against ;rno!tu:r
ddc•1,dant, 1,.:L'Nd:11 wl,oni a scparats.."! judg111e11t rr,ii~ht Ii<: h:1d in tht· ,H.:tion <1r suit ai1d
shall I,,•:
1u1 Orn• :.1rising out of tlw rx_·r-Hrrence <,:i r:rn.·:;wt.iun ;,~t f,;d.h in ti11.: co11,plai11l; or
11,; H.d;,t,~d l<> any pr.,perty r.hat is th:;
:;1:bj .·1:t matt,:r oi t!1l'. ;.cl io:1 ,,r ~;uit. hrni;ght hy
plaintili.
0

0

1

(E,.,t. t-',n~
\

~

r4 .3 1f (1) · \
)

~ A cro,"l:i·<·b-rrli mav include a claim that·
Lb, di.:fr.rnlant. again.-.t \~horn it is asserted i:-,
liabii.: nr rnny Ix~ liabh·, t,i thr~ defcnd;:nt
:1:-;.,,1•rti nr~ tlie cro<,:-;-ela im for all ur 1x11t of the
clr.;m ns.·~,r,,ed by the pk1intifI.
·

1,

,/

/
\ .•..

""\

)

....

,

iii» i\n a11.swer··cont..ain1ng a ..:ro=--~"-<'Llini
:-;hall h,· ~·rw:<l upon tii,! p.rrties who ii,iv1•
;ip1><::1n..-L who nwy Hr,i,wer or <krnur t,; it
•,•,itl11n J(J d;1yi; after the daLi: of f<>r·vio.' of the
:m:-.w<·r cr,nt~1ini11g the cro,;s-c)aim.
1

1L.11.r(1; ·,.•
I
_

.... /',

.'-)

,.___..
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____ .,_

__. ......-

..._ (;:iJ At any tirn•i ::ft(~r c1,mm·:~·r:n:m:.:nt of
tlae adiu11 a defcm.!in;J µarty, as a Lhin.1-JXHty
piainLiff, may c:.;usc a sur!lmons iln<l complaint tJl l)t! :-;i?rve<l llJ><;11 n pernon not a pnrty
t,1 the Hction who is or may he liable to hi:n for
all or part of the plaintiff\; clnim against him.
TI1c: third-party plaintiff w.?ed n,,t obtain leave
to makti the service if he files the third-party
complaint not Inter thm1 10 <fays aft.er he
serves his o,iginal an.swer. Otherwise he must
obtain leave on motion upon notice to all
p:-utit~s to the action\ The person served with

the surnmons and third-part.y complaint,
hercinuflt!r r::1lled the third-party defond:rnt,
shall make his defet1.",es to the third-party
plaintiff's claim as provided in OHS 16.290
and his counterclaims against the third-party
plaintiff and cross~lairns against other thirdparty ddendants as provided in this section.
'l'he thirci-party defendant may assert against
the plaintiff any defen&'S which the thirdpany plainliff has to the plaintiffs claim. The
third-party defendant may also assert any
chiim against the plaintiff arising out of thE>
t raa,--.acti,m cir occurrence that is the subject
:n,.;.tter uf th0 plaintiff's claim against the
third-party plaintiff. The plaintiff may a.s.s,..:rt
:iny ,·:aim ,s~ainst the third-party defendant.
:1:·i,~ing 1,ut of the transaction or c"-·(·urreno.!
th~t is tb,~ subject matter of the plaintiffs
claim ag·8inst the third-party plaintiff, and
tht• third ; .arty dcfondant !Jwreupon sh:,11
a!;i;,~rt hi1,, ,h•fon-;(•:,; as provick'<-1 in ( ms l fi.2!.JO
a!ld his cin.:ntcn:!airn.-; and cro.-.:_;.;-d:iims as
provic.lr-d i ri this r..cction. Any party rnny move
!,> :,trike the thir<l-purty claim, or for its
!-;(•veranc-e or separate trial. A t hii-d-p:irty
defonda:-.t may proceed under this S('Ction
ag:iin.st ar,y person not a party to the action
·.•.-ho is or rn:lv be lialile to him fur all c,r n::irt
uf the c:laim · made in the action against· the
t.hird-patiy defendant..
01} Wh(:n a count.erdairn is a;.;.,::.('rt1_·d
agai1~st a plaintiff, he may caur.<· :1 third party
lo t.><· brouglit in under c:ircumst.anc1.•s which
und,;r tlii,.: ~edion would entitle a defendant to
Jo so.

)

~-

'-----··

____
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K6. Joinder ..,....
of Additional
Parties.
.
..
........
·~-

Persons other than those

made parties to the original action may be made parties to
a counterclaim or cross-claim in accordance with the
provisions of Rules ±9- N and~ O.

The Parties so joined

mav respond to the claim by renly, answer or. motion.
(Based on Federal Rule 13 (h).

-·--···

K7.

J

S ~ p e.-r1,...,,.-t. .

- w . - .... ~ . ., .. '
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Upon motion of any par1y, the court
m:iy order n ~parat.c trial nf any counterclaim, cross-claim or third-party daim SLJ
alleged if tu di; so woulu:
(t!)

Be more convenient.;

(bl A void pn•judice; or
lc)

Be more c<1Jnomiwl and CXp(.'(.iit.c! the

tL. d1.f(r) .)
)

L.

AMENDED AND SUPPLEMENTAL
,\ lllf'l!cl IIH'JI ts.
matter of r·r;ur:-;e at any time before a responsive pleading is
-f:.
sc1·ved or, if th(' 1,k:.iding is om: to which no respon~:ivc pleading
-IN,~ ; is pcrm.L!_.1 I'd and I li<..' acti,m. ha:.; not ~,ccn f~la~cd upon the tri~l
f ~ c n r f o r , ~ may so 11mcnd it at any time w1thrn 20 c~~
is f;Crvccl. Other·wise :t party may amend ~-pleading bnly by
kn\'c of 1·<iw·1 ur hy \\Tilll'll consent of the ndn!rsc party; and
Jenve slwil })(' frr-<·ly ;.'.i\'l'!I when justke so requin's. A pnrty
~;h:dl 1,lc:1d in n·::ponse to an :1mendcd plcn<ling \':ilhin the time
n•mairtin~: fr,r n·sp<J11-:1• to 1ltP original plt'ading or within 10
d:iys ;1f.lr·1· st'l'\'i:·c• ,,[ t !J,. :inw:1d,_·cl plPnding, whidv.'·;cr period
may IJl.~ till' l11 n1;,·r, 11nl•·ss f !H· court. otbel'wisc onk•rs. i.2.

Wh,~rn·\·er all arw:nd!~l
µlcadillg is filed, it shall be St,rv~-d upon all
parties who are not in default, but as lo nil
p:11·tit>:-; who are in default or again.<st whom a
ddault. previously has lx~n entered, judgrn1:nt
ni:1y be renderL"<l in accordance with the
pruy'er of Lhe original pleading ~~rn-<1 upon
them; and neither·trie arnendt~! ;?le~1qing nr;r

d"'~Fe..dt-Y-ft.l

~vle.

is(a..) D-Hil-

oQ.S

,c~~o_)

:'illw1ulnH·uh to Conform to the EvidPncc. \Vhcn issues
not rai~:r·d liy tlw }1i1•adinJ..;s an.' tried L,~, <::,press or implied consr:·m of Ult! p:irti,·s, t}}('_V s!J:1ll be tn•alf'd in :ill ri·specls ns if they
llad bc·1·n raiscc.l in the 1ilcaclings. Such amendment of the pleading:, as m:•y lJe n•!c·cs.,;ary to cause them to c.:onfor-m to the eviC.:cncc and i.o raise thc;.;c issues may b,, rnnrli: urnn motion of any
party ;1t any time, even after judgment; but failure so to amend
docs not nfft•c-t the 1·(·su!t of the trial of these issues. If evidence
i" o!,jectc~d lo al 1!-w tl'bl 011 the ground that it is not within the
i:-;stws mack by lilt~ r,lcadings, tile court may allow the pleadings
. to he amended and i.;halJ do so frec>1y when the presentation of
· the mc:rits of the action will be sul>served thereby and the ob. j1·ctin:: party fails to satisfy th,~ court 1hat 1he adrnission of such
· cvid~1iee wuuld prc•jwlicc l1im in maintaining his action or rie. f cr:st! upon the merits. The court m3y grant a continunnce to
cn;d1k rho r,l,j1·cting p;1rty 1o mc:·,•t such evilh.!l!CC.

LZ.

;:,·

.

- ~ re..~e~

l-~- ·--. . . .
L '!>.

H1·l:11i<m Back of Anwndm1•11ts. \Vhcnc\'er the claim or
del'cnse as:,r!rtr.rl in 1he amended plcndim; arose out of the con<itw!, 1:·,u1.~arthn, <,r occ:tll'n·11ce set forth or attempted to be set
forlll ir,· 1hr- nri;<in:il rileacling, the amendment relates back to
1l:0 du le of the 0rigirwl plf':i<liug. /\n mncn<lmrnt changing the
p:,rly :i;:;1ir1~1 wl1rn11 a cbi111 is asser!l'd r<~lates hack if the forcgoi:1_r~ pro,·ision is ;~;iti.sfit•d and, ,vi thin 1lie period pro\'itkd by
law fur cornmenC"ing the acti<ln .~·-p:ii15';-·to oe
brought in by amewlmcnt (lJ has received sueh nciticc of the instiru1i,m of the a-.-tion th:1t . dll nol >e prL'Jut icec. l?I mam aming his d,:fense on the merits, and (2) knew or should have
known tb:Jt, but for· a mi,;take concerning the identity of the
proper party, the action would have been brought against him.
1

)

T¥91 ch:Uyer)) or. m?.-iJirig-nf prol;J~f_\o. the Uniter~,~.!.'._1tcs At!.ornc:,.f ¢!._,..~;:;· c}l5~jgry:e, .._gu~,t~e ,!:~1t6rn?y ~cn1:1y~9f ...1..be Umted
?r _a,( w,;~/ic:y 01· o/f lt'{'!' \\'h~~/wuulcl )1~ vc_ b~_er~),.-~.voricr
d e1. ,t;~·1,1,t
· nan1cd,
satisfies
the f'r tf1uiren1~i1Cof dausts
{~}
.
,,,
,
. , . and
(:..) f; <!I'.~" J. \\'ith.1'.csp,¥·to the Unitt:d· Stutcs.~r.. at~~%f~cy or

St·t1J,

1

offict:I' t h0reof to he brough1 in! o I lie :icr. iun ,is a tlef euda 11t-:·· •

(' e,._, .. i ..
......... ~ ... ~ .....

L4.

(A)

AHENDHENT OR PLEADING OVER AFTER MOTION.

When

a motion to dismiss or a motion to strike an entire
,.,A"

v1

.. ~,.._ ,,,-····-·pl~di~under Rule J is allowed, the court may,

{ ~-

·

upon such terms as may be proper, allow the party to

-

file an amended pleading.

If the motion is disallowed,

and it appears to have been made in good faith, the
court shall allow the party filing the motion to file
a responsive pleading if any is required.

I.,,-.
( Based on ORS 16.380 and 16.400(1),.J
I

'.
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~
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.

~~rt~1

I
.
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-,Jf;,1
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( ; ~ - . - ~......... ~ ....... ,._.............. - ... --·- ·:·-............-.................. _ ..................-•.•..•.•••••-.~~·-··

(B)

r' In all cases wh<m~ part of a pleading is
ordered stricken, the court, in it..c; discretion,
• may re-quire that an amended plcnding he
filed omitt.inr, the matter ordered strit:ken. By
complying with the c.-ourt's order, the~ party
filing such amended pleading shn.11 not rx~
deemed thr.•reby to hnve waiv<!<l the 1·ight tn
. dwllt:ngc lhe w1·rcd11e:,;,; of the eo111i\: rulir!g
u1xm the motion to strike, am] such niliug
sh.all be subject to review on nppe~d from f ina!
judgment. i:1 tlw cau.<;e.

,--~--.....

1~.ybo(2..).

,/

)

LS.

r
(

.f t>/!. p/t.u1.l.:... . )

l !ow ar~)cndment made. \1,11en
any pleading or proc<·cding i~ :imcn<~1-<I ))(,fore
trial, mere clerical ('.rrur:-; cxcept(-tl_, 1l shall t!(.!
done by filing :i 111.•w J•lcading, ~i be c:dl(-<l !.Lr:
amcndt~l complaint, or otherv.'1se, as Lhe C.L<;(_•
may iJe. Sut:h am1•11dt-<l pleading shall 1,..~
complelc i:i iLs,elf, without refcrcnc.:e lo t.he
o.riginnl or any p;eceding a01\nded orie.

!:x,t-c-,"S

ces

I,.. 410. _)

'r-

£,

f-,1,;

Ji

t.*"-'I.

- - · - ..•1<•-·*""~.,. ....... ,,.J_ •• _.,......... ~

Sllpp!nnc11tal l'l1·a<li11g,. Cp,,n n1ofrin of :1 party the
11::iv, u:-ic,n reasonable no1ic·c· ,n1d upon such terms as arc
in:-• i;r'r · ;. : · 1 to St'J'\'C! a supplt'n:1•1:t.il 11lr·;,di:W .<-:-Lting forth
·, runsucf ions or oc·cu1T<'nct:>s or t'\"<'nls \\·hid1 J;;,\ ,~ lnr,pcw:d ~ince
the date of the 1ikading sought to i;(_, su;;pkm<.:nt,id. Per·mission
mnv be ~Tr.t!ll.Cd even though the oi-i1~i:1::l p!Padi:1~ is defective in
its ~tatl':-~cnt of a daim for n·l:d CJl" df'!cn~:c. lf 1i:e u,urt deems
j;_ :1dvisabl0. that the acherse party plc-ad to 1he supplemental
plt>;!ding, it shail so order, !-=peeifyinr~ :\.H' fi!!lc therefor.
C(;t;rt

-4'b~-~~~.:'V/ Fe. de. rQ..L
"""··,··
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JOINDER OF CAUSES OF ACTION
/ ./ -. J,.nnci~,£--rrm.:,:".:s"""".~f~i' m:, , , t. ,1.';.l 1: , 1·:r T'l'l\' Jir:in in a l."~lrnflbl!lt, either
1
:,,; i1id,·tK·!ld1•nt ~ir a:; all.ern~ite c];iiin!;, ,!.:·

...,.,

.A-\2.
,,,-·

\

)

-

~ .3.

•

I

, (-1 l

J

•

•

f

many r:i:iims, le?'d or <!(111it.:1hl\i, as
ag;,i;1:-;t an 1J1Jfi<1:~ing party.
~If ,1n adiiln of frircihle entrj
d1_·l:tin1:r and an action for rental due are ,om<.:<l,
the d<·f1,nda~1!.. slwll h:ive the i-',!JOe time to
app<:ar as is no-.v provi(h-<l by law in acLions
fort.ht: n:t'<,very cJf rt!nlal due.
~ 11ie c-lailll:-. unit,-<l must l)(i !-=-(•paratdy
st~1 t,:d and mtL-;t uot rt~quirl' diffenml place::; of
trial.

a:·''!

N.
fv, I
1

f,.,,,

•J

~

13.161 _,'Pennissive joinder as plnin1,...tilfs or dcf~ndanf~s. (1) All p<·rsons m:1y jc,in.

('-· irl one ndion ~ S p!:tillf iffs if l}lf')' W~;tTl
~ i,.,cmy right to relief jointly, severally, or in the
'alt..ernat.ivc in resp<'.C:t t.<, or arising oul _oi tlll'

a '·ti.

~;'
'--)
.,.·

i

'

same transactiP11, occurrence, or ~-:i:~nes of
transactions or occurrcnc~s and if any qutis- .
tion of law or fact. common to all these JK:n;..ms ·
will arise.; in the action.-)

ci'fAll pen;on.c;''m:;;:~hc joi nc<l in one net ion.

or sti1t. ;1.s defcndanL<i if ther<:' is :.v:..~:rt(;,-1
agairtst them jointly, si~v,!rail_v, o:- in th,;
alt.emativc, any right t<1 rdi,•f in n-.,;p,.r.l to or
ansmg out of the ~m<.· tn1n:;:wtio11, Ot'(:urrence, or series of tr,tns:,ctwn~ or <,t:i:llrn'iH·e:~
:md if any quest.ion c,f !av.' 11r Lict t-.mm 11:n !11
all defondant.a; will ari ..;,_: in the :i,t.i(lrt.;
\

- l
... _ _...•"~··'" r

. r.

.1

'/
' ·
'

{/..

·.-.(~;)\· plaintiff or <l1·fendm~t ..ne~!<l not he
int.c?rt>St.(>d in obtaining or defending against
all the rclit.:f de:11:n1de<i. ,Judgrner;t, rn:1y i)l!
given for one_· er more of t~c plaintiff~ r1ccordin«7 to their rc:-:r,ective rights w relief, and
~ ,
ag71ini;t one or mcire dl'fl:ndants accor<lillg to ~pt"/1~(
th,.!ir rcs~~tive liabi~~~:~:.. .... ___ --· ·- ... · _ ... ~ :Ji:IJJ:.
Hf'I)1:t·m1.:i1i -~ny rnak~ such orders W, _/ ( \ Mc '
will prevent ;,i. party.f roni bemg ernbarra'>.<;(.'<l,
delayh-i, or put to unnL"CJ.:!ssary exix:mse by the
inclusion of a p:!rt.,Y against ..,,.·horn he asseri.s
no claim anc.l who w;.9TLS no claim against
him and may o,der ~~'paraf.P- trials or make
othc;r orders t.o pn•wnt delav or r,reiudice,_

a?

(ii-Sl~,1 otS ta (4/)

'J.

.

01,

P1·r,,011-. lo lw ,Joi,wd if F1·a.,ihll'.

,\ pi.,-:.;011 \\·!Jo is :-:nbjcct

!11 :.vn i<'•'. <•f p:-1w,·~:s; ,ind \'.'h
joinrlr•r will 11nf <!l'fll'h·<~ the
<·u:1rt of j11ri:-:di1·:io11 <N•!r th1'. suhje 1 :t nwtler of th,.' action 5ha!l
br• j'li:,1·d ;1s ;-i r:arty in tht' ,H:tion if (1 J ill ii.rs ,,Ji.,,i::1i,:e comp]dc
rclid c:innot l.11: ,1c<:ord~d .imon~ those a!rC':itly f;,trlies, or (:2) ~
claims .;1n intei,·~;t. relatin~~ tq the ~ui;jl..'el of llw acti!ln and is so
situat~:d \h:tt the' disp0si11on nf t}w ,1dinn i-n hh ,~'-··e~ .--:::.m::-:,~::-:1:~
•• --r:-1'°)---::;...w•
as a J;Uictkal !llattcr impair or impede his ability to prot~ct that
· interest or (ii) le:n'(' ,Illy of the _pc:·sons already pa 1i:ies subject
to a substantial rbk d incurring double, multiple, or othcnvisC
'f ~C.,.,_,'
inconsis1ent obligations by reason of his claimed intcn~s[. If 'M $11"
l1{ ,t-•'>4"""""·
hns nr>I !;,•en so jriin,•cl, the crmrt shall order fhal l~b,... m~cle a
~~
,
,,,pctr+y. JL: h _ .;i~,.ukJ~~~.<:=n ph-.i-t14-if~--.-emi-;.e:-:-to -<lo·-so,4'e
~~~-r!f'ft111~~--nr;-i n-a ~.i:ir..u ~'-£:1 ,; ,~,__il_ ~)- _} !:~ \:~,)}\ ll.l. ta 1y
·
· ·
,. ,"'·.·
· .Jt.,.~.4.t.~
,.
11·
·,·,
f1··1,;,.1·,·r/'11..;.
'J - ~ · .,.,
•. 1.
~L 'r~Ht,L H,,fd ........, ).fP'lfMPc...--'
et<.,.Jlri 1. nd .. 1:, ..... .J,_ t.,r di'-= <1Ct~uli lniJhdl-:C~, ~,t ...1!~!..ll.bc '!its._ .. !i "".'·)
11:,('

1

02..
H1'.14·rmi11ai.i,rn by Court ',YhPnt:vcr ,Joindr-r Not Ff'.11..<;ible.
pc:--.,m .i:.; d<·,;crih·d 111 su!,r!ivi.-;ion (al (1)-(2) hereof cannut l>P n1:ulc· a !':11·ty, I lJ,, <'<11I1·t :-.hall determine ,1·li<·th1:1· in equity ;i11d :.:.:(J•,d u,11:-.1·i 1 .·::,.,: ,Ji,-. ,w1 inn should proceed mn()m~ the
p:,rt.i1·:·· lw'.'il''' i!, ,_,1 -~J,,.tlld l•r; d1:,:1_1bscd, !lit' ;il_i--;r·nt pr.·r~fill !icing,JA't~~:
thus I t·\~.i, _<,•:d ;1s ir1d_i~;pl'n:::i!i11'. l h(! factor:-- to br.: c:rms1rlen•rl by
-r:f: ,- · _
1he t·r;urt ir!Cl!!d••: flt :-:f, jl) wha! ('X1 en(. a jllll).:'TlWl!l !'('nf.lP!"Ccl in
r....,_
t!J,, 1w;·~.,,n·:; ;d;s.. 11c1· 1ni1;hl. he fJr,_-judirial l~J i ~
ready p;i rl i!•s; ~:r·conri, 1h<• f'Xt f•nt if; •.diich, hy pro~!'c1 j\·c. provisions in th 1~ judgment, by 1he shajJing of rl'lief, or other mea-

1f

..-'

;1

sures, 1he prejudice ,:an be 1(,.-;~cn,_.cl or avoided; third, \\·hcther a
judgment ren<lerL·rl in the pcrsrm's :-tb!-cncc will b0 at~c·quate;
: fourth, whether the plaintiff will hnve an adequate remedy if
· the action is di~misscd for nonjoimlcr.

_ Plca<lin~ Reasons for NonjoiuJP-r. A pleading asserting- a ,
. claim for relief sh:-ill state the names, if known to th0 pleader, of
' nny p~rsons a~; ck~:<·ribc•d in subdivision (n) (] )-(2) hereof who
: arc not joined, and the reasons why they arc not joined.

04.

This rule is subject to"\ the

a. cri'~·>'I · ;"'ll e..).

,/

,-

(:\.-.

-p.

I

\

:!\Jisjoindcr of parties is not ground for di.-:misf:a] of an action.
Pa rt i1•s may be dropped or aJded by (ffCkr of the court on mo1i,;:1 (Jf :iny party or of its own initiati\'(' at any- stage of the acii,n1 ;md on such terms as :ire just. Any claim nptinst n party
- mny !Jc se\c:rcd and J>rocet'cled with separately.

C.
Q
(R)-1t11:.:.l I'art., in fotp::cst. E\·cry action sb;ill be prosecuted
in the name of tlit· ri:'al party in interest. ,'\n cxccuf.or, administrator, guarrli;tn, b,,ih.•c, trustee of an express trust, a p0.r·t.y with

t~·

whom r,r in \•,·hose name a contract bas been made for the !Jenefit of anotlwi·, or a p:11·ty ~i:l 1 c i ~ bv statute may sue in ~
~)..,
uwn 11;m1e wiUinut j,Jining \ ·. 1' 1 ,r. li~ party for \\'iwse benefit ___,- · · v
1hP a<'fi,,n i:-: l1rn11;.',l1t; .intl \\'lH'll a slat11l1• of til1~ l'11~1, ,l Ht,,,,lpe;··-.
so JJr0\·ide:.;, ;1 il acl ion for I he use or bendit of itllnl hc'r shall be
_.. --,
..J
brou~:lit in llw 1ia111e r_.f !lie l.iuiu!<l~.l.it.le:~. N<i ·adirn1 shall 1;c·· ·
cli!anis!;;ed on tlw i:round that ii. is nnl pro.s,,t·utcc! in the name of
1hr: r1·.i! p;1rly in int1•rcst unt1l a rc:ts<inahlc time has lwcn nllo\\'(•d ;tf Ier ol 1jc·1·t i<111 fur rat ifk,1 t ion of <·nm ;:11'.1 ;cement of the
action by. r,r joimkr or i;ubstifu1ir>n r f, ihc n':1] J;arty in inler1•:--;t; ,tnd s1:d1 r,!lifil'ai.ion, j•Jindr.•r, or !-:ub5:;tit:1tion shall lH,vc 1hc
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OREGON Rl:ILES OF CIVIL PROCEDURE

A.

PLEADINGS LIBERALLY CONSTRUED - DISREGARD OF ERROR

A(l)

Liberal construction.

All pleadirtgs shall be liberally construed with

a view of substantial justice between the parties.
A(2)

Disregard of error or defect not affecting substantial right.

The

court shall, in every stage of an action, disregard any error or defect in the
pleadings or proceedings which does not affect the substantial rights of the
adverse party.
B.

KINDS OF PLEADINGS ALI.OWED - FORMER PLEADINGS ABOLISHED

B(l)

Pleadings.

The pleadings are the written statements by the parties

of the facts constituting their respective claims and defenses.
B (2)

)

l/

Pleadings allowed.

There shall be a complaint and an ans--wer; a reply

to a counterclaim denoroinate.d as such; an answer to a cross-cla:un, if the answer

contains a cross-claim; a third-party complaint, if a person who was not an original party is surrm:med under the provisions of Rule K(S); and a third-party
answer, if a third-party complaint is served.

No other pleading shall be allowed,

except that the court may order a reply to an answer or a third-party answer.
C.

MOrICNS

C(l)

Motions, in writing, grounds - fo:rm.

is a rrotion.

(a) An application for an order

Every notion, unless made during trial, shall be made in writing,

shall state with particularity the grounds therefor, and shall set forth the
relief or order sought.
(b)

The rules applicable to captions, signing and other matters or fo:rm of

pleadings apply to all rrotions and other papers provided for
,_)

C

C (2) Where and to whan ITDtions made.

by

these rules.

!'J'Dtions shall be made to the court or

judge as provided by statute or rule.
\

They shall be made within the circuit

where the action or suit is triable, except when made to a judge of the court
before whom the action is pending, and without notice, in which case an order
may be made by such judge in any part of the state.

C (3)

Notice of notion.

vvhen a notice of a notion is necessary, it shall

be served 10 days before the time appointed for the hearing, but the court
or judge thereof may prescribe, by order indorsed upon the notice, a shorter
time.

Notice of a notion is not necessary except when required by statute or

rule, or when directed by the court or judge in pursuance thereof.
C (4)

Renewal of notions previously 'denied.

If a notion made to a judge

of the court in which the action or proceeding is pending is refused in whole
or in part, or is granted conditionally, no subsequent notion for the sarn.e
order shall be made to any other judge.

)

\_

A violation of this section is punish-

able as a contempt, and an order rra.de contrary thereto may be revoked by the
judge who made it, or vacated by the court or judge thereof in which the action
.or proceeding is pending.

D-.

TIME FOR FILING PLEADINGS OR MOTIONS - NOTICE OF APPEARANCE
D(l)

Time for filing motions and pleadings.

A motion or answer

to the complaint or third party complaint or the answer or reply of
a party summoned under the provisions of Rule K(6) shall be filed
with the c~erk by the time required by Rule
answer.

to appear and

•A motion or answer by any other party to a cross-claim shall

be filed within 10 days after the service of an answer containing
such cross-claim, but in any case, no defendant shall be required to
file a motion or an answer to a crossclaim before the time required

~j
I

\.._.,'

by Rule

to appear and respond to a complaint or third party

complaint served upon such party.

A motion or reply by any other

2

party, if any is alla,.re:l, to an answer shall be filed within 10 days after

the service of the answer or, if a reply is ordered by the court, within 10
days after service of the order, unless the order otherwise directs.
D(2) (a)

Pleading ·after notion.

If the court denies a notion or post-

pones its disposition until trial on the merits, any responsive pleading
require:l shall be filed wi t..l-rin 10 days after service of the order, unless the
order othenvise directs.
(b)

If the court grants a motion and an amended pleading is alla,.red

or required, such pleading shall be filed within 10 days after service of
the order, unless the order othenvise directs.
(c)

A party shall plead in response to an amended pleading within

the time remaining for response to the original pleading or within 10 days
after se:rvice of the amended pleading, whichever period may be the longer, unless
the court othenvise orders.
D(3)

Enlarging time to plead or do other act.

The court may, in its

discretion, and upon such teirnS as may be just, allow an answer or reply to
be made, or other act to be done after the time limite:l by the procedural

rules, or by an order enlarge such tine.
D(4)

Notice of appearance.

A rerty se:rve:l wi ti.1 surnrrons under Rule _ __

shall have an additional 10 days beyond the time require:l by law to rrove or
answer or reply, if within the tirne required by law to rrove, answer or reply, such
party files a notice of appearance.

such notice of appearance shall be signed by

an attorney and rrust state that the attorney has been retaine:l to represent the party
and

c:
'

has not had sufficient time to ad~tely prepare a notion, answer or reply.

J
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E.

PLEADINGS - FORM
E(l)

Captions, names of parties.

Every pleading shall con-

tain a caption setting forth the name of the court, the title of
the action, the register number of the cause and a designation as
in Rule B(l).

In the complaint the title of the action shall

include the names of all the parties, but in such other pleadings
it is sufficient to state the name of the first party on each
side with an appropriate indication of other parties.
E(2)

Concise and direct statement; paragraphs; statement of

claims or defenses.

Every pleading shall consist of plain and

concise statements in consecutively numbered paragraphs, the contents of which shall be limited as far as practicable to a statement of a single set of circumstances, and a paragraph may be

)
\___

referred to by number in all succeeding pleadings.

Separate

claims or defenses shall be separately stated and numbered.
E(3)

· Consistency in pleading alternative statements.

Inconsistent claims or defenses are not objectionable, and when a
party is in doubt as to which of two or more statements of fact
is true, he may allege them in the alternative.

A party may also

state as many separate claims or defenses as he has regardless of
consistency and whether based upon legal or equitable grounds or
upon both.

All statements shall be made subject to the obligation

set forth in Rule J.
E(4)

Adoption by reference; exhibits.

Statements in a pleading

may be adopted by reference in a different part of the same pleading or in another pleading or in any motion.
/

A copy of any written

instrument which is an exhibit to a pleading is a part thereof for

\..

all purposes.
4
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F.

SUBSCRIPTION OF PLEADINGS

F(l) Subscription by party or attorney, certificate.

Every pleading shall

l::e subscribed by the party or by a resident attorney of the state, except that
if there are several parties united in interest and pleading together, the
pleading must l::e subscribed by at least one of such parties or his resident
attorney.

'When a corporation, including a public corporation, is a party, and

if the attorney does not sign the pleading, the subscription may l::e made by
any officer thereof upon whan service of a surrm:ms might be made; and when the
state or any branch, department, agency, roard or comnission of the state or
any officer thereof in its behalf is a party, the subscription, if not ma.de by
the attorney, may l::e made by any person to whan all the material allegations
of the pleading are known.

Verification of pleadings shall not be required.

The subscription of a pleading constitutes a certificate by the person signing
)

/

that such person has read the pleading, that to the best of the person's knowledge, information and l::elief there is a good ground to support it and that it
is not interposed for delay.
F (2) Pleadings not subscribed.

Any plec'lding not duly subscribed may, on

notion of the adverse party, be stricken out of the case.
G.

COMPLAINT, COUNTERCLAIM, CROSSCLAIM AND THIRD PARTY CLAIM

A pleading which asserts a right to relief, whether an original
claim, counterclaim, cross-claim or third party claim, shall contain:
(1)

A plain and concise s±atement of the ultimate facts consti-

tuting a claim without unnecessary repetition;
(2)

A demand of the relief which the plaintiff claims.

If

recovery of money or damages is demanded, the amount thereof shall
·~
,

be stated.

Relief in the alternative or of several different types

may be demanded.
5

H.

RESPONSIVE PLEADINGS
H(l)

\

De~enses; form of denials.

A party shall state in short

and plain ter.ms the party's defenses to each claim asserted and
shall admit or deny the allegations upon which the adverse party
relies.

If the party is without knowledge or information sufficient

to form a belief as to the truth of an allegation, the party shall
so state and this has the effect of a denial.

Denials shall fairly

meet the substance of the allegations denied.

When a pleader

intends in good faith to deny only a part or a qualification of an
allegation, the pleader shall specify so much of it as is true and
material and shall deny only the remainder.

unless the pleader

intends in good faith to controvert all the allegations of the preceding pleading, the denials may be made as specific denials of

\ )

designated allegations or paragraphs, or the pleader may generally
deny all the allegations except such designated allegations or
paragraphs as he expressly admits; but, when the pleader does s6
intend to controvert all its allegations, the pleader may do so
by general denial subject to the obligations set forth in Rule J.
H(2)

Affirmative defenses.

In pleading to a preceding pleading,

a party shall set forth affirmatively accord and satisfaction, arbitration and award, assumption of risk, comparative or contributory
negligence, discharge in bankruptcy, duress, estoppel, failure of
consideration, fraud, illegality, injury by fellow servant, laches,
license, payment, release, res judicata, statute of frauds, statute
of limitations, unconstitutionality, waiver, and ~ny other matter
constituting an avoidance or affirmative defense.

When a party has

I

f'J

\__

mistakenly designated a defense as a counterclaim or a counterclaim

6

as a defense, the court on terms, if justice so requires, shall
)

treat the pleading as if there had been a proper designation.
H(3)

Effect of failure to deny.

Allegations in a pleading

to which a responsive pleading is required, other than those as
to the amount of damages, are admitted when not denied in the
responsive pleading.

Allegations in a pleading to which no res-

ponsive pleading is required or permitted shall be taken as denied
or avoided.

I.

SPECIAL PLEADING RULES
I (.]J

Conditions Precetlent.

In pleading the perfonrance or occurrence of

conditions precetlent, it is sufficient to aver generally that all conditions
precetlent have been performed or have occurretl.

A denial of perfonrance

or occurrence shall be made specifically and with particularity, and when so
made the party pleading the performance or occurrence shall on the trial
establish the facts showing such perfonrance or occurrence.
I (2)

Judgment or other determination of court or officer, how pleadetl.

In

pleading a judgment or other determination of a court or officer of SFecial
jurisdiction, it is not necessary to state the facts conferring jurisdiction,
but such judgment or determination may be stated to have been duly given or
made.

If such allegation is controverted, the party pleading is bounc. to estab-

lish on the trial the facts conferring jurisdiction.
I (3)

Private statute, how pleaded.

In pleading a private statute, or a

right derivetl therefrom, it is sufficient to refer to such statute by its title
and the day of its passage, and ·the court shall thereupon take judicial notice
_)

l

thereof.
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I(4)

Corporate existence of city or county and of ordinances or camprehensive

plans generally, how pleaded.

(a) In pleading the corporate existence of any

city, it shall be sufficient to state in the pleading that the city is existing
and duly incorporated and organized under the laws of the Stc.te of Oregon.

In

pleading the existence of any county, it shall be sufficient to state in the
pleading that the county is existing and was fanned. under the laws of the State
of Oregon.
(b)

In pleading an ordinance, cornprehensive plan or enactment of any county

or incorporated city, or a right deriva:l therefrom, in any court, it shall be
sufficient to refer to the ordinance, cornprehensive plan or enacbnent by its title,

)

if any, otherwise by its co:rmonly accepta:l name, ana. the date of its i:assage or
the date of its approval when approval is necessary to render it effective,
and the court shall thereupon take judicial notice thereof.

As

used in this

subsection "comprehensive plan" has the meaning given that term by
I(5)

Libel or slander action.

ORS

197.015.

(1) In an action for libel or slander it

shall not be necessary to state in the complaint any extrinsic facts for the
ptrrFOSe of showing the application to the plaintiff of the defamatory matter
out of which the cause of action arose; but it shall be sufficient to state
generally that the same was published or sp:,ken concerning the plaintiff.

If

such allegation is controvertoo, the plaintiff shall be bound to establish on
the trial that it was so publisha:3. or spoken.
(2)

In the answer, the defena.ant may allege both the t..--uth of the matter

charged as defamatory, and any mitigating circumstances, to reduce the amount
of damages, and whether he prove the justification or not, the defendant may
give in evidence the rnitigating- circumstances.
8

I(6)

Property distrained, answer in action for.

In an action

to recover the possession of property, distrained doing damage, an
answer that the defendant or person by whose command the defendant
acted was lawfully possessed of the real property upon which the
distress was made, and that the property distrained was at the time
doing damage thereon, shall be good without setting forth the title
to such real property.
I(7)

Capacity.

It is not necessary to allege the capacity of

a party to sue or be sued or the authority of a party to sue or be
sued in a representative capacity or the legal existence of an
organized association of persons that is made a party.

When a

party desires to raise an issue as to the legal existence of any
party or the capacity of any party to sue or be sued or the author(

"-- _.

ity of a party to sue or be sued in a representative capacity, the
pleader shall do so by specific negative allegation, which shall
include such supporting particulars as are peculiarly within the
pleader's knowledge, or by motion under Rule J(l), and on such issue
the party relying upon such capacity, authority or legal existence
shall establish the same at trial.
I(8)

Official document or act.

In pleading an official docu-

ment or official act it is sufficient to allege that the document
was issued or the act done in compliance with law.
I(9)

Recitals and negative pregnants.

No allegations in a

pleading shall be held insufficient on the groundp that they are
pled by way of recital rather than alleged directly.

No denial

shall be held insufficient to raise an issue on the grounds that it
contains a negative pregnant.
9

I(l0)

Fictitious parties.

When a party is ignorant of the name

of an opposing party and so alleges in his pleading, the opposing
party may be designated by any name, and when his true name is dis·covered, the process and all pleadings and proceedings in the action
may be amended by substituting the true name.
J.

DEFENSES AND OBJECTIONS - HOW PRESENTED - BY PLEADING OR MOTION MOTION FOR JUDGMENT ON THE PLEADINGS
J(l)

How presented.

Every defense, in law or fact, excepting

the defense of improper venue, to a claim for relief in any pleading,
whether a complaint, cross-claim, or third-party claim, shall be
asserted in the responsive pleading thereto if one is required,
except that the following defenses may at the option of the pleader
be made by motion:

)

(B)

(A) lack of jurisdiction over the subject matter,

lack of jurisdiction over the person,

(C) that there is another

action pending between the same parties for the same cause,

(D) that

plaintiff has not the legal capacity to sue, where such lack of
capacity appears in a pleading,

(E) insufficiency of process or in-

sufficiency of service of process,

(F) the complaint does not contain

ultimate facts sufficient to constitute a claim,

(G) that the action

has not been commenced within the time limited by statute, and
(H) failure to join a party under Rule

o.

A motion making any of

these defenses shall be made before pleading if a further pleading
is permitted.

The grounds upon which any of the enumerated defenses

are based shall be stated specifically and with particularity in the
responsive pleading or motion.
1

t/

No defense or objection is waived by

being joined with one or more other defenses or objections in a

10
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responsive pleading or motion.

If a pleading sets forth a claim

for relief to which the adverse party is not required to serve a
responsive pleading, the adverse party may assert at the trial
any defense in law or fact to that claim for relief.

If, on a

motion asserting the defense denominated (F), to dismiss for
failure of the pleading to contain ultimate facts sufficient to
constitute a claim,or to assert the defense denominated (G), matters
outside the pleading are presented to and not excluded by the court,
the motion shall be treated as one for summary judgment and disposed
of as provided in Rule

(summary judgment rule), and all parties

shall be given reasonable opportunity to present all material made
pertinent to such a motion by Rule
)

J{2)

(summary judgment rule).

Motion for judgment on the pleadings.

After the pleadings

are closed but within such time as not to delay the trial, any party
may move for judgment on the pleadings.

If, on a motion for judg-

ment on the pleadings, matters outside the pleadirigs are presented
to and not excluded by the court, the motion shall be treated as
one for summary judgment and disposed of as provided in Rule
(summary judgment rule), and all parties shall be given reasonable
opportunity to present all material made pertinent to such a motion
by Rule
J(3)

(summary judgment rule).
Preliminary hearings.

The defenses specifically denomina-

ted (A) through (H) in subdivision 1 of this rule, whether made in
a pleading or by motion and. the motion for summarr judgment mentioned
in subdivision 2 of this rul~ shall be heard and determined before
(
\ __ -·

trial on application of any party, unless the court orders that the
\

hearing and determination thereof be deferred until the trial.
11

J(4)

Motion to make more definite and certain.

When the

allegations of a pleading are so indefinite or uncertain that the
precise nature of the charge, defense or reply is not ?:ppa:i:-:ent,
upon motion made by a party before responding to a pleading, or
if no responsive pleading is permitted by these rules upon motion
by a party within 20 days after service of the pleading, or upon
the court's own initiative at any time, the court may require
the pleading to be made definite and certain by amendment.

If the

motion is granted and the order of the court is not obeyed within
10 days after notice of the order or within such other time as the
court may fix, the court may strike the pleading to which the motion
was directed or make such order as it deems just.

r

)

J(S)

Motion to strike.

Upon motion made by a party before

responding to a pleading or, if no responsive pleading is permitted
by these rules, upon motion made by a party within 20 days after
the service of the pleading upon him or upon the court's own initiative at any time, the court may order stricken:

(A) any sham,

frivolous and irrelevant pleading<or defense;· .(BX any insufficient
defense or any sham, frivolous, irrelevant or redundant matter
inserted in a pleading.
J(6)

Consolidation of defenses in motion.

A party who makes

a motion under this rule may join with it any other motions herein
provided for and then available to the party.

If a party makes a

motion under this rule but omits therefrom any defense or objection
then available to the.party which this rule.permits to be raised by
'-....)

motion, the party shall not thereafter make a motion based' on the

(
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defense or objection so omitted, except a motion as provided in
subdivision 7 (b) of this rule on any of the grounds there stated.
J(7) (a)

A defense of lack of jurisdiction over the person that

a plaintiff has not legal capacity to sue, that there is another
action pending between the same parties for the same cause, insufficiency of process, or insufficiency of service of process is
waived (i) if omitted from a motion in the circumstances described in
subdivision (6) of this rule, or (ii) if it is neither made by notion under
this rule nor included in a responsive pleading or an amendment
thereof permitted by Rule L (1) to be made as a matter of course;
provided, however, the defenses enumerated in sulxlivision (1) (B) and (E)
of this rule shall not be raised by amendment.
(

-

)

'---

(b)

A defense of failure to state ultimate facts constitu-

ting a claim, a defense that the action has not been commenced
within the time limited by statute, a defense of failure to join a
party indispensable under Rule O, and an objection of failure to
state a legal defense to a claim may be made in any pleading permit-

-----~

ted or ordered under Rule B(2) or by motion for judgment on the
pleadings, or a:t•:the trial on the merits.

The objection or defense,

if made at trial, shall be disposed of as provided in Rule L(2)

in

light of any evidence that may have been received.
(c)

If it appears by motion of the parties or otherwise that

the court lacks jurisdiction over the subject matter, the court shall
dismiss the action.

(~~)
\ ......... -
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K.

l

COUNTERCLAIMS, CROSSCIAIMS AND THIRD PARI'Y CLAilft.S

K(1)

Counterclaims.

F.ach defendant may set forth as many counterclaims,

both legal and equitable, as such defendant may have against the plaintiff.
K(2)

Cross-claim against codefendant; rights of third-party plaintiffs and

defendants.

(1)

In any action where tv.-o or rrore parties are joined as defend-

ants, any defendant may in his answer allege a cross-claim against any other
defendant.

A cross-claim asserted against a codefendant must be one existing

in favor of the defendant asserting the cross-claim and against another defendant, between wham a separate judgment might be had in the action and shall be:
(a)

One arising out of the occurrence or transaction set forth. in the

complaint: or
(b) Related to any property that is the subject matter of the action
!
(' ./

\.~./

brought by plaintiff.
K(3)

A cross-claim may include a claim that the defendant against wham it

is asserted is- liable or may be liable, to the defendant asserting the crossclaim for all or part of the claim asserted by the plaintiff.
K(4)

An answer containing a cross-claim shall be served ur-on the parties
'

who have appeared. and who are joined under sulxlivision (6) of this rule.
K(S) (a)

At any time after comnencement of the action a defending party,

as a third-party plaintiff, may cause a st.mm:>ns and complaint to be served
ur-on a person not a party to the action who is or may be liable to him for all
or part of the plaintiff's claim against him.

The third-party plaintiff need

not obtain leave to make the service if he files the third-party complaint not
later than 10 days after he serves his original answer.

otherwise he must

obtain leave on motion ur,on notice to all parties to the action.

Such leave

shall not be given if it would substantially prejudice the rights of existing

l.

parties.

The person served with the St.mm:>ns and third-party complaint,

14
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(, )

hereinafter called the third-:p3-rty defendant, shall make his defenses to the

.J

third-party plaintiff's claim as provided in

ORS

16.290 and his counterclaims

against the third-party plaintiff and cross-claims against other third-party
defendants as provided in this section.

The third-party defendant may assert

against the plaintiff any defenses which the third-party plaintiff has to the
plaintiff's claim.

The third-party defendant may also assert any claim against

the plaintiff arising out of the transaction or occurrence that is the subject
matter of the plaintiff's claim against the third-party plaintiff.

The plain_-

tiff may assert any claim against the third-party defendant arising out of the
transaction or occurrence that is the subject matter of the plaintiff's claim
against the third-party plaintiff, and the third-party defendant thereupon shall
assert his defenses as provided in Rule J and his counterclaims and cross-claims

)

r··
'--

as provided in this rule.

Any party may :rrove to strike the third-party claim,

or for its severance or separate trial.

A third-party defendant may proceed

under this section against any person not a party to the action who is or may
be liable to him for all or part of the claim made in the action again~t the

third-party defendant.
(b)

When a counterclaim is asserted against a plaintiff, he may cause

a third party to be brought in under circumstances which under this section
would entitle a defendant to do so.
K(6)

Joinder of additional parties.

Persons other than those made parties

to the original action may be made parties to a counterclaim or cross-claim in

accordance with the provisions of Rules N and 0.

The parties so joined may

respond to the claim by reply, answer or notion.
K(7)

Separate trial.

Upon notion of any party, the court may order a

separate trial of any counterclaim, cross-claim or third-pa..."'ty claim so alleged

(

"'·· ..
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if to do so would:

L.

(a)

Be rrore convenient;

(b)

Avoid prejudice; or

(c)

Be rrore economical and expedite the matter.

AMENDED AND SUPPLEMENTAL PLEADINGS

L(l)

Amendments.

A pleading may be amended by a party once as a matter

of course at any time before a resfOnsive pleading is senred or, if the
pleading is one to which no responsive pleading is i permitted and the action
has not been placed upon the trial calendar, the party may so amend it at any
time within 20 days after it is served.

otherwise a party may a1nend the :;lead-

ing only by leave of court or by written consent of the adverse party; and
·\

leave shall be freely given when justice so requires.

Whenever an amended

J

(_"_

pleading is filed, it shall be served

UJ?C:>Il

all parties who are not in default,

but as to all parties who are in default or against whcm a default previously
has been entered, judgment may be rendered in accordance with the prayer of
the original pleading served upon them; and neither the amended pleading nor
the precess thereon need be served upon such parties in default unless the
amended pleading asks for additional relief against the parties in default.
L (2)

Amendments to confonn to the evidence.

When issues not raised by

the pleadings are tried by express or implied consent of the parties, they
shall be treated in all respects as if they had been raised in the pleadings.
Such amendment of the pleadings as may be necessary to cause them to confonn
to the evidence and to raise these issues may be made upon rrotion of any party

at any tiJre, even after judgment; but failure so to amend does not affect the
result of the trial of these issues.

If evidence is objected to at the trial

/

l

on the ground that it is not within the issues made by the pleadings, the court
16

nay allav the pleadings to be amended and shall do so freely when the presentation of the merits of the action will be subserved thereby and the objecting
party fails to satisfy the court that the admission of such evidence would

prejudice him in maintaining his action or defense up::m the merits.

The court

may grant a continuance to enable the objecting party to meet such evidence.
L(3)

Relation back of amendments.

Whenever the claim or defense asserted

in the amended pleading arose out of the conduct, transaction, or occurrence
set forth or atterrpted to be set forth in the original pleading, the a"1lel1dment
relates back to the date of the original pleading.

An amendment changing the

party against whom a claim is asserted relates back if the foregoing provision

is satisfied and, within the pericxi provided by law for comnencing the action
against him, the party to be brought in by amendment (1) has received such
notice of the institution of the action that the :party wlll not be prejudiced
(

in naintaining his defense on the merits, and (2) knew or should have known

'-..._,..f'

that, but for a mistake concerning the identity of the proper party, the action
would have been brought against him.
L (4)

Amendment or pleading over after m:,tion ~

When a m:,tion to dismiss

or a m:,tion to-strike an entire pleading or a m:,tion for a judgment on the
pleadings under Rule J is allowed, the court may, upon such terms as nay be
proper, allow the party to file an amended pleading.

If the m:,tion is disallaved,

and it appears to have been nade in good faith, the court shall allow the party
filing the m:,tion to file a responsive pleading if any is required.
L(S)

Amended pleading where part of pleading stricken.

In all cases where

part of a pleading is ordered stricken, the court, in its discretion, may
require that an amended pleading·be filed omitting the natter ordered stricken.
'--..___/)

By complying with the court's order, the party filing such amended pleading

(
\_

shall not be deemed thereby to have waived the right to challenge the correctness of the court's ruling upon the m:,tion to strike, and such ruling shall be
17

subject to review on appeal from final judgment in the cause.
L (6)

How amendment made.

When any pleading or proceeding is amended.

before trial, mere clerical errors excepted, it shall be done by filing a
new pleading, to be called the amended. car-plaint, or otherwise, as the case
rnay be.

such amended pleading shall be complete in itself, without reference

to the original or any preceding amended one.
L (7)

SUpplernental pleadings.

Upon notion of a party the court may, upon

reasonable notice and upon such tenns as are just, pennit him to se....-rve a
supplemental pleading setting forth transactions or occurrences or events
which have happened since the date of the pleading sought to be supplemented..
Pennission may be granted even though the original pleading is defective in
its statement of a claim for relief or defense.

If the court deems it advis-

I

)

(
"---

able that the adverse party plead to the supplemental pleading, it shall so
order, specifying the time therefor.
M.

JOINDER OF CAUSES OF ACTION

M(1)

Pennissive joinder.

A plaintiff may join in a complaint, either as

independent or as alternate claims, as many clain1S, legal or equitable, as the
plaintiff has against an op];X)sing party.
M(2)

Forcible entry and detainer and rental.

If an action of forcible

entry and detainer and an action for rental due are joined, the defendant
shall have the same time to appear as is now provided by law in actions for
the recovery of rental due.
M(3)

Separate statement.

The claims united must be separately stated. and

must not require different place$ of trial.
N.

JOINDER OF PARI'IES

N(l)

----

----·--~------------

Pennissive joinder as plaintiffs or defendants.
-

-

All persons may join

in one action as plaintiffs if they assert any right to relief jointly,
18

severally, or in the alternative in respect to or arising out
of the same transaction, occurrence, or series of transactions or

- - - - - - - - - - - ----·---- ~- ·-------------------- ----~----- ·--- --- --

occurrences and if any question of law or fact carnrron to all these persons will
arise in the action.

All persons may be joined in one action as defendants if

there is asserted against them jointly, severally, or in the alternative, any
right to relief in respect to or arising out of the same transaction, occurrence,
or series of transactions or occurrences and if any question of law or fact
camrron to all defendants will arise in the action.

A plaintiff or defendant

need not be interested in obtaining or defending against all the relief
demanded.

Judgment may be given for one or rrore of the plaintiffs according

to their respective rights to relief, and against one or rrore defendants according to their respective liabilities.
N(2)

Separate trials.

The court may make such orders as will prevent a

'

(

party from being embarrassed, delayed, or put to unnecessary expense by the
inclusion of a party against whom he asserts no claim and who asserts no claim
against him, and may order separate trials or make other orders to prevent
delay or prejudice.
O.

JOINDER OF PERSCNS NEEDED FOR JUST IDJUDICATION

0(1)

Persons to be joined if feasible.

A person who is subject to service

of process and whose joinder will not deprive the court of jurisdiction over
the subject matter of the action shall be joined as a party in the action if
(a) in that person's absence ccmplete relief cannot be accorded arrong those
already parties, or tb) that person claims an interest relating to the subject
of the action and is so situated that the disposition of the action in that
person I s absence may (i) as a practical matter i.rnpair or impede his ability to
<_)

protect that interest or (ii) leave any of the persons already parties subject

C
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l

to a substantial risk of incurring double, :rnultiple,or otherwise inconsistent
obligations by reason of his claimed interest.

If such person has not been

so joined, the court shall order that such person be made a party.

If the

joined party objects to venue and his joinder 'WOuld render the venue of the
action improper, he shall be dismissed from the action.
0(2)

Determination by court whenever joinder not feasible.

If a person

as described in sub::livision (1) (a) and (b) of this rule cannot be made a

party, the court shall determine whether in equity and good conscience the
action should proceed arrong the parties before it, or should be dismissed,
the absent person being thus regarded as indispensable.
considered by the court include:

The factors to be

first, to what extent a judgment renc.ered

in the person's absence might be prejudicial to the person or whose already
parties; second, the extent to which, by protective provisions in the judg-

(__

rrent, by the shaping of relief, or other measures, the prejudice can be
lessened or avoided; third, whether a judgment rendered in the person's
absence will be adequate; fourth, whether the plaintiff will have an adequate
remed.y if the action is dismissed for nonjoinder.
0(3)

Pleading reasons for nonjoinder.

A pleading asserting a claim for

relief shall state the names, if known to the pleader, of any persons as
described in subdivision (1) (a) and (b) of this rule who are not joined, and
the reasons why they are not joined.
0(4)

Exception of class actions.

This rule is subject to the provisions

of Rule ___ (class action rule) .
0(5)

State agencies as parties in governmental administration proceedings.

In any action or proceeding arising out of county administration of functions
. delegated or contracted to the county by a state agency, the state agency must
be made a party to the action, suit or proceeding.
20

P.

IvlISJOINDER AND NONJOINDER OF PARTIES

Misjoinder of parties is not ground for dismissal of an action.

Parties

may be dropped or added by order of the court on notion of any party or of
its own initiative at any state of the action and on such terms as are just.
Any claim against a party may be severed and procee:led with separately.
Q.

REAL PARTY IN INTEREST

Every action shall be prosecuted in the name of the real party in interest.
An

executor, administrator, guardian, bailee, trustee of an express trust, a

party with whan or in whose name a contract has been made for the benefit of
another, or a party authorize:1 by statute may sue in his own name without
joining with him the party for whose benefit the action is brought: and when
a statute of the state so provides, an action for the use or benefit of another

)

(

shall be brought in the name of the state.

No action shall be dismissed on

the ground that it is not prosecute:1 in the name of the real party in interest
until a reasonable time has been allowed after objection for ratification
of corrmencement of the action by, or joinder or substitut_ion of, the real
party in interest; and such ratification, joinder, or substitution shall have
the same effect as if the action Had been commenced in the name of the real
party in interest.

)

(
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COMMENTARY

(

OREGON RULES OF CIVIL PROCEDURE
PLEADING
RULE A

(1)

Based on ORS 16.120.

(2)

Existing ORS 16.660.

RULE B
(1)

This section was inserted to clearly indicate the intent to retain

fact pleading.
(2)

It was taken from the Indiana statutes.

This section is Federal Rule 7(a).

For the most part it describes

existing Oregon practice replacing separate coverage of plaintiff's and
defendant's pleadings.
)

It also clearly describes the pleadings to be used

in cross claims and third party practice.

r·

~

The most significant change is the ,elimination of the automatic reply
to new matter in an answer.

The rule only requires an answer where there

is a counterclaim denominated as such.

In any other situation it must be

read in conjunction with Rule H(3) which says that allegations in a pleading
to which no responsive pleading is required are taken as avoided or denied.
Usually the reply is a routine denial and the rule eliminates an unnecessary
pleading step.

For those situations where a reply would in fact contribute

to clarifying the issues, the court is given the authority to order a reply.
This pleading simplification not only follows the federal rule approach but
a number of other states which retain code pleading, e.g. California.
(3)

For absolute clarity a third section should be .added here which

states, "Pleadings abolished.

C/

.

Demurrers and pleas shall not be used."

ORS 16.460 contains language abolishing a number of common law pleadings but
no such statement seems necessary.

Eliminating the plea in abatement is so recent that a specific statement
on pleas is desirable.
ing.

The present statutes

list the demurrer as a plead-

The device of demurrer is replaced by the motion to dismiss under

Rule J which performs the same function.
RULE C
(l)(a)

This is an expansion of the last sentence of ORS 16.710 by

adding a requirement of a writing and a specific statement of grounds and
relief sought.
(b)

This comes from Federal Rule 7 and makes clear that the cap-

tions and form for motions are the same as pleadings.

It makes the provisions

of Rule F applicable to motions, including the provision that the party or
attorney signing the motion certifies that it is not interposed for delay.
/

(

(2)

This is identical to ORS 16.720.

It may not be necessary as the

first part states the obvious and the exception is confusing.

(3)

This is identical to ORS 16.7'30.

It was included because at this

point it is not clear whether there are· any other statutes requiring notice
of motion.

(4)

(We will check this on the computer).
This is identical to ORS 16.740.

describe existing practice.

Arguably, it does no~ correctly

Read literally it prohibits the trial judge

from striking a section of a pleading at the commencement of trial if a
motion to strike was previously denied.
RULED
This rule attempts to bring all the references to time to respond to
pleadings together in one rule.
(1)

The time for response to an original pleading is presently specified

C
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by Chapter 15 provisions relating to summons.

This rule continues that

scheme but clearly refers to the summons rule; it also makes clear that
this applies to any original process served with a summons, whether it
is a complaint, third party complaint or an answer served to bring in a
party to respond to a crossclaim or counterclaim.

(The sunnnons provisions

in ORS 15.210 and 200 would be modified to cover the last situation).
With two exceptions, the rest of the section retains the 10-day
requirement of ORS 16~040 for subsequent pleadings.

Under the summons

statutes, a party might be served with a complaint giving up to six weeks
to file an answer; the rule makes clear that the answer to the crossclaim
is not required until an answer to the original complaint is required •. If
a plaintiff is required to·reply to a counterclaim ordered by the court,

(

the time begins to run, not upon filing the answer, but upon service of
the order.
(2)(a)

This is a new provision.

Existing ORS 16.380 and 400 give

the court discretion to allow a party to plead over after a motion or
demurrer are denied.

Absent bad faith, Rule L(4) gives the party losing

a motion a right to plead over.
(b)

If a motion is allowed, Rule L(.4) gives the court discretion

to allow repleading.
time limit.
(c)

This section provides the time.

If a repleading is ordered, the order may specify a

If it does not, this section provides 10 days.
Under this subsection, if a pleading is amended for any reason:

and a responsive pleading is required, 10 days are allowed for such responsive
pleading.
(3) Existing ORS 16.050,

(.
3

(4)

This is the notice of appearance rule requested by the Council.

It is a new draft.

The Washington and California notice of appearance

rules are very vague as to form and further pleading and appear to be
rarely used.

The notice of appearance here operates as an automatic

time extension.

It must be filed by an attorney retained by a party,

which prevents the party from securing the extension and then still
waiting until the last day to contact an attorney.

The required affirma-

tive statement, coupled with the Rule F certification of truthfulness,
should limit abuse.

Since under Rule J the concept of special appearance

is abolished, there is no need to specify the nature of the appearance.
RULE E

(1)

This combines ORS 16.060 and 16.210(2)(a).

The language comes

from Federal Rule lO(a) but reference to "register number" from 16.060 is
used rather than "file number".
(2)

Most of this rule states existing Oregon practice.

comes from Federal Rule lO(b) and New York CPLR 3014.

The language

The most significant

aspect is the last sentence which retains the requirement of separate statements of claims and defenses. This is not consistent with the federal rules
and most states; the federal rule only requires separate counts when claims
are founded on separate transactions or occurrences.

The requirement of

separate statement is more consistent with fact pleading.
(3)

In existing practice, one theoretically cannot plead inconsistent

statements of fact within one count or between counts or present inconsistent
causes of action.

The court, however, has held that if an apparer.t inconsistency

is in the application of law to facts or in interpretation, inconsistent

4

statements are permitted.

Thus, in Pruett v. Lininger, 224 Or. 614 (1960),

a defendant was allowed to allege that a worker was employed by two different people in the same pleading.

Therefore, the only alternative or

inconsistent pleading not allowed is where the statements are simple expositive fact clearly within the knowledge of the pleader.

This limit would

be retained because the obligations of Rule F regarding truthful plead1ng
apply, e.g. a party could not file a pleading alleging that he had mailed a
letter on two different dates if he clearly knew the correct date because
one of the statements would be untruthful.

Requiring any more consistency

at the pleading stage is unrealistic and does not appear to be required
under present Oregon law; this rule will eliminate useless motions to elect
and make more definite and certain and simplify pleading.
)

The language used

was taken from Michigan Rule 112.9(2).
(4)

This is Federal Rule lO(c).

There are some old Oregon cases dis-

cussing the necessity of specific incorporation of exhibits, but this rule
seems more sensible.
RULE F
This is the new subscription rule adopted by the Council.
RULE G
This is the crucial rule retaining fact pleading.

It follows a federal

rule format of stating the requirements for any type of pleading asserting
a claim (Chapter 16 deals only with complaints).
(1)

Differs from the federal rules in requiring the pleading of ultimate

facts rather than merely a statement of a claim.

The language is based upon

existing ORS 16.210 but substitutes the word, claim, for cause of action and

C./

says "ultimate" facts.

Most of the recently enacted

.-

5

Oregon statutes in the

)
pleading and joinder area and the balance of these rules use the word,

\

claim, rather than cause of action: retaining cause of action here would
be confusing and is unnecessary.

It is the reference to pleading ultimate

facts that will retain the present level of specificity in pleading.
Of the jurisdictions with modern pleading rules, only three do not utilize to the federal description of pleading (Texas, Michigan and Florida).
Texas and Michigan retain the use of cause of action.

The language of this

rule is adapted from Florida Rule 1.110 (b) (2), "A short and plain statement of the ultimate facts showing<that the pleader is entitled to relief".
The Oregon courts have developed the required level of pleading specificity
through a series of cases distinguishing ultimate facts from evidentiary
facts and conclusions of law, and this rule would retain the existing

)

\----

court-defined level of specifity.
Sebsection (2) is based on existing ORS 16.210 (c).
was added.

The last sentence

The word, plaintiff, will be changed to party to conform to the

broader scope of the rule.
RULE H
This rule governs all responsive pleadings.

The language is that of

Federal Rule 8 (b) through (d), slightly modified to fit Oregon practice.
Except as pointed out below, it is consistent with existing Oregon practice.
(1)

The only substantial change here would be the last clause of the

last sentence which authorizes a general denial only when a pleader truly
intends to controvert all allegations in an opponent's pleading.

Since few

cases would arise when a pleader would truly be able to d~ny absolutely all

6,

\I

\

allegations in a pleading, the general denial would be rarely used.

(Note

there is a typographical error in the draft -- it should read obligations
in Rule F instead of Rule J).

·Existing Oregon practice sanctions use of

the general denial, but this is inconsistent with the fact pleading objective
of sharpening issues through pleading,
(2)

This does not change any existing burden of pleading in Oregon but

spells out some common situations of affirmative defenses.

ORS 16.290 simply

requires affirmative statement of new matter without any specific illustrations.

The list of items is not exclusive; for any potential defense not

listed, the pleader must decide if this is "any other matter constituting
an avoidance or affirmative defense".

The defenses listed under the federal

rule were modified by addition of "comparative negligence" and "unconstitution~)

ality" which are the subject of existing Oregon cases.

There also are Oregon

cases on estoppel, failure of consideration, release, res judicata and statute
of limitations.

Assumption of risk, contributory negligence and fellow servant

have generally been replaced in Oregon, but could arise in an occasional case
and were not deleted.
(3)

Except for the situation where no reply is required, this is the existing

rule.
RULE I
Most of these special pleading rules are taken directly from the Oregon
statutes; with the exceptions of Sections (6) and (9), similar provisions
exist in most other states.
(1)

This is Utah Rule 9(c).

It is identical to ORS. 16.480 except that

7

the defendant must specify which condition precedent has not been performed.
The Oregon statute allows the defendant to generally deny performance of
condition precedent.

Under the Oregon rule you could then have a general

allegation of performance and a general denial, and the pleadings do not
reflect a specific issue.
theory.

This rule seems more consistent with our pleading

(Note the word, "aver", should be changed to "allege" in the first

sentence)·.
(2)

This is existing ORS 16.490.

(3)

This is existing ORS 16.500.

(4)

This is existing ORS 16.510

(5)

This is existing ORS 16.530.

(6)

This is existing ORS 16.540.

This rule may not be necessary as

the situation described is not one of common occurrence.
(7)

This rule is not covered in existing Oregon statutes.

Lack of

capacity can be asserted in a demurrer, if it appears in the complaint and
formerly would be raised by a plea in abatement if it did not (now by
affirmative defense).

Under Rule J, lack of capacity is grounds for a motion

to dismiss if it appears on the face of a complaint or an affirmative
defense.

The only change may be the necessity to allege; there are some

Oregon cases suggesting a plaintiff must plead some types of capacity, particularly corporate.

A capacity defe~t is not common and requiring allegation

by the moving party seems wasteful.

There is a special rule for cities under 1(4).

The last clause of the last sentence does not appear in the federal rule
but does in a number of state rules, e.g. Wisconsin and ~tah, and is consistent
)
"--

with Rule 1(1) and the Oregon law.

j

c/
8

(8)

This section

is Federal Rule 9(d); it does not appear in the

existing Oregon statutes.
(9)

It seems like a sensible rule.

This does not appear in the Oregon statutes but was put in

specifically to eliminate a couple of archaic pleading rules from old Oregon
cases.

There is no logical reason for a distinction between recitals and

allegations and few people can even define a negative pregnant much less
decide what difference it makes.
(10)

This is the equivalent of ORS 13.020.

It is placed here because

most other states include it as a special pleading rule.
refers to pleading than parties.
Alabama Code.

It more properly

The language comes from Rule 9(h) of the

The language used in ORS 13.020 is confusing and suggests a

possible use of the California John Doe pleading.
RULE J

This rule contains all rules relating to attacks on pleadings and motion
practice.

It is generally based upon Federal Rule 12(b) through (h), but

substantially modified to fit Oregon practice and the retention of fact
pleading.

It is a critical component of an attempt to eliminate costs and

delay in pleading.

The rule provides specific rules for order in making

motions before pleading, requires that all attacks on an opponent's pleading
be made at one time and provides for waiver of defenses.
(1)

This section groups together all attacks based on the substance

of an opponent's pleading.

It replaces the demurrer and other motions.

All

of the·grounds of the demurrer are retained as grounds for the motion to dismiss, except misjoinder of parties, which will result in an order adding
1

·--L
tf

parties under Rule P, and misjoinder of causes of action which no longer

\-·
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exists because of the legislative adoption of ORS 16.221.

\.

Grounds (A),

(B) and (E) are from the federal rule but would come under the Oregon

demurrer statute.
statute.

Grounds (B) and (C) come from the Oregon demurrer

Ground F appears both in Federal Rule 12 and the demurrer

statute, but the language used is conformed to Rule G.
covered in the Oregon statutes.

J

Ground (H) is not

The federal rules include venue as a

basis for a motion to dismiss; this was eliminated.

The choice of motion

or defense is up to the pleader, and a motion is not required even if the
defect appears on the face of the opponent's complaint.
The elimination of the label, demurrer, was based on several grounds.
The single rule approach to motions and defenses and standard rules of
preclusion and waiver for pleading attacks are.desirable.

The demurrer also

has acquired some very archaic pleading rules by court interpretation, such
~ .. ·

as interpreting the pleading against the pleader in the face of a demurrer.
One important side effect of this rule is the elimination of the concept of special appearance.

Defects of personal jurisdiction and process

are treated the same as any other dilatory defense.

Under J(4) these

defenses are given special treatment that requires them to be asserted in
the first pleading or motion, but the theory of a special appearance is
gone.

The special-general appearance distinction was required by early

jurisdictional concepts but not by present theories of personal jurisdiction and remains only as a procedural trap.
The requirement of specific statement of grounds for defenses comes from
the Florida rules.
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(2)

This section essentially retains the same judgment on the plead-

ings motion covered in 16.130.

The language from Federal Rule 12 (c) is

clearer.
(3)

This rule gives the court flexibility in handling defenses to

avoid a full trial.
(4)

It is Federal Rule 12 (d).

This rule is identical to the existing motion to make more definite

and certain in ORS 16.110.

If fact pleading is to be retained, this motion

must be retained as it is the primary means of requiring specificity.

The

federal rules have a motion for more definite statement, 12(e), but it ~an
only be used where a responsive pleading is required and then only when the
pleading is so vague that no responsive pleading can be formed.

The last

sentence is new.
\

\__J

(5)

This rule also retains the existing Oregon motion.

The language,

"sham, frivolous and irrelevant", is not very precise but most other jurisdictions use "redundant, immaterial, impertinent or scandalous", which is not
much better.

In any case, the Oregon language has been clarified by court

interpretation to fit fact pleading.

The only change was the addition of

"any insufficient defense" to subsection (B) which makes clear that this
motion replaces the demurrer to a defense.
(6)

This subsection requires consolidation of all attacks to be

made against an opponent's pleading into one motion~ if any motions
are made.

It should eliminate one of the primary defects of fact

pleading motion practice which is excessive delay from repetitive or
consecutive motions against the same pleadings.

11

The. rule does not require

defenses to be made by motion or limit the number of defenses or objections
that may be raised in the one motion that is allowed.

It also does not

prohibit attacks by motion against new defects in an amended pleading because
it applies only to defenses or motions "then available to a pqrty".

Thus,

if a motion to make more definite and certain were sustained and the amended
pleading became subject to a motion to dismiss for failure to state a claim,
this motion coYld be made; if a motion to strike or make more definite and
certain were sustained and the new language still did not meet the fact pleading requirements, another motion could be made.

What the rule does prevent is

a motion as to form going to part of a pleading followed by other form
motions, followed by a demurrer, followed by another demurrer, etc.
(7)

This rule governs waiver of defenses.

preclusion or loss of a procedural device.
\_

')
/

loss of the underlying defect or objection.
(a)

The previous rules cover

This rule deals with waiver or
There are three categories:

Dilatory defenses which are waived if not made in any motion filed,

or if no motion is filed if not raised by a responsive pleading or an amendment allowed as a matter of course.

The defects of jurisdiction over the

person and relating to process, however, cannot be raised by amendment.

This

preserves some of the special appearance treatment for these defects and
forces the person having such an objection to raise it in the initial pleading
or motion.

This treatment of jurisdiction is not in the federal rules, but

comes from Rule 12(h) of the Tennessee rules of procedure.
(b)

Failure to state a claim, statute of limitations, failure to join

an indispensable party, and failure to state a defense are treated differently.
These are not waived and may be asserted at trial (in other words, may arise as

12

an issue at trial and be considered either by consent or by amendment by
leave under Rule 12)
(c)

or by a motion for judgment on the pleadings.

Jurisdiction over the subject matter is never waived and is

treated separately.
RULE K

This rule is a combination of existing ORS 16.305 and 16.315.

There

are two changes:
The words, "Such leave shall not be given if it would substantially
prejudice the rights of exist'ing parties", were added to the first paragraph
of (5)(a).

This is intended to encourage trial judges to protect existing

parties against late impleader or impleader that would have an adverse
effect on existing parties.
)

\__/

The second change is the addition of section (6) which is based on
Federal Rule 13(h) and allows a party asserting a crossclaim or counterclaim
to join additional parties to respond.
provision but useful.

This is a fairly limited joinder

Oregon statutes already authorize such joinder in the

common situation where an action is brought by an assignee under: a con.tract, and
the maker of the contract can be joined to respond to the counterclaim. ORS 13.180.

A party joined is served with an answer and summons. Rule B specifies the
response.

Special provisions are required in the summons rule.

Federal Rule 13 has provisions relating to compulsory counterclaims
which are not in the existing Oregon statutes and which were not included in
this rule.

While the compulsory counterclaim rule may have utility in con-

centrating disputes between p~rties in one case;

this :i:-s outweighed by the

danger of loss of rights through a procedural error.
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RULE L
(1)

•
This is based on Federal Rule 15(a) and would replace ORS 16.370

and 16.390.

It differs in two respects from existing law.

The time to

amend of right extends to the actual filing of a responsive pleading rather
than the time period for filing such pleading and the rule specifically
enc our ages the trial judge to give leave "freely •••. when justice so requires 11 •
The last sentence of the rule is existing ORS 16.430.
(2) This is Federal Rule 15(b) and would replace the existing Oregon
statutes covering the area, ORS 16.610-16.650.

It eliminates the necessity

of a distinction between a material and immaterial variance and simply provides that if a variance objection is made at trial, the court can allow an
amendment and grant a continuance if necessary and that such amendment should
be given when presentation of the merits will be subserved thereby.

The

rule does not, however, eliminate the concept of variance and the trial judge
has discretion to sustain a variance objection and refuse a continuance in the
proper circumstances.
The rule also clearly indicates that·if no variance objection is made
and the parties proceed to try the case on issues not in the pleadings, no
objection can then be raised based upon the pleadings; if requested, an amendment to conform to the ,procf must be given and in any case, the pleadings are
deemed to be amended to conform to the.proof.
(3)

This is Federal Rule 15(c) previously considered by the Council.

(4)

This is based upon ORS 16.380 and 400(1).

If a motion to strike an

entire pleading or to dismiss is allowed, the court retains discretion to
allow or not allow an amended pleading.
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The.authority to' allow an amended

pleading after a suc'cessful motion for judgment on the pleadings was added
to give the trial judge discretion where such motion is actually a late
blooming motion to dismiss for failure to state a claim.

If the motion is

denied, the existing statute relating to demurrers gave the trial judge
discretion to not allow further pleading.

This rule automatically allows

pleading over after an unsuccessful motion, absent bad faith.
(5)

This is ORS 16.400(2) and covers a motion to strike a part of a

pleading.
(6)

This is existing ORS 16.410.

(7)

The language is taken from Federal Rule 15(d).

It does not change

the existing rule under ORS 16.360 but the language is clearer.
RULE M

l

This is existing ORS 16. 221. (The title should be JOINDER OF CLAIMS).
RULE N
This is existing ORS 13.161.
RULE 0
This is Federal Rule 19.

This is one of the best drafted federal rules

and seems to be a clear and reasonable elaboration of ORS 13.110.

The last

section, (5), is ORS 13.190 covering a specific situation.
RULE P
This is Federal Rule 21 and replaces all other remedies for party joinder
problems with the simple device of dropping or adding parties.
RULE Q
This is Federal Rule 17(a) and has the same effect as ORS 13.030, using
clearer language.

It also provides a procedure for dealing with real party

in interest objections.
15
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Chapter 16
16.010--None
16.020--None
16.030--B(2)
16.040--D(l)
16.050--D(3)
16.060--E(l)
16.070--F
16.080--None
16.090--E(2)
16.100--J(S)
16.110--J(4)
16.120--A
16.130--J(2)
16.140--None
16.150--J(l)
16.210--G
16.221--M
16.240--D(2)
16.250--J(S)
16.260--J(l)
16.270--J(l)
1,6 .-2&.p:--J (1)

16~290--H(l) and (2)
16.305--K(l)
16.315--K(2), K(S) and K(7)
16.320--None
16. 325--K(~) and B(?)
16.330--J(6) and (7)
16.340--J(7)(b)
16.360--L(7)
16.370--L(l)
16.380--L(4)
16.390--L(l)
16.400--L(4) and (5)
16.410--L(6)
16.420--D(2) (c)
16.430--L(l)
16.460(1)--B(3)
16.460(2) and (3)--None
16.470--None (will be included in
.
discovery if no interrogatories)
16.480--I(l)
16.490--1(2)
16.500--1(3)
16.510--1(4)
16.530--I(S)
16.540--1(6)
16 ,. Q}..0::-_:-- L ( 2)

16.620--H(3)
16.630-L(2)
16.640--L(2)
16.650--None
16.660--A(2)
16. 710--C (1)
16.720--C(2)
16.730--C(3)
16.740--C(4)
Chapter 13
13.020--I(lO)
13.030--Q
13.110--0
13.161--N
13.170--0
13.180--K(6)
13.190--0(5)

DISCOVERY OF EXPERTS:

I.

RULE 26(b)(4) AND THE BODYFELT PROPOSAL

C

THE PROBLEM
As requested by the Council, this memorandum will comment on

the Dick Bodyfelt proposal for mandatory exchange of expert
reports.

To do so, it is necessary to make an extensive review

of the problem area being addressed by that proposal.

The pro-

posal was first discussed by the Council as a question of
procedure for exchange of expert reports, somewhat equivalent to
the existing provisions following a physical examination of an
opponent.
The discovery problem involved, however, is a complex and
delicate one of the proper limits on the scope of discovery
~

. frOIIl-·,9.°Il-·Opponent IS expert.

co~ery-'o£°-~e:iperts, -Rule.

.

--- .. .

- ---~·. ····- ---

The federal rule relating to the dis-

i6 (b) (4)·;-·is part. of the-ieneral rule

.... -- -defining the scope of federal discovery and modif:i.es· the br'Zad .. -- - -·· ~-- - . ----- s·cope ·ot-~discovery-·under--Rui~· 26.(b) (1). (ORS -41.635).
..•..

This memo will first discuss the nature of the problem and
then analyze the Bodyfelt proposal, Rule 26(b)(4), and other
possible approaches to the problem.
A.

The Nature of the Problem

The problem presented is best illustrated by the federal experience with discovery of experts which led to the adoption of Rule
26(b)(4).

Rule 26(b)(4) was not included in the original federal

rules but was added by the 1970 amendments which substantially
revised the discovery rules.

The primary reason for the adoption

of the new rule was the existing confusion in the federal system as
to the limits of discovery from expert witnesses.

There are three

- ····----· -- -···
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basic objections which could be made when an attempt is made to
discover information held by an opponent's expert:
(a)

That the information

privilege.

is protected by the attorney-client

This could be argued either on the basis that the

expert was a conduit of information from client to attorney or
the expert was functioning as an assistant counsel.
(b)

That the knowledge of the expert

is

the result of the

work product of the attorney and thus privileged under the qualified privilege of Hickman vs. Taylor, 229 U.S. 495 (1947).
(c)

That discovery of an opponent's expert is "unfair" either

because (1) the expert or the employer of the expert has a property
interest in the results of the expert's work,which should not be
taken by an opponent through discovery, or (2) one party should not
be able to delay preparation of their case and then take advantage
of the other party's diligence in securing expert assistance. 1

1.

For a discussion of these theories as applied in various
cases, see Friedenthal, Discovery and Use of an Adverse
Party's Expert Information, 14 Stanford L.Rev. 455 (1962);
Long, Discovery and Experts Under the Federal Rules, 39-Wash.
L.Rev. 655 (1962). Both authors strongly indicate that
attorney-client privilege and work product are not app 7opriate doctrines to control expert discovery, that·unfairness
is the underlying question, and that cases applying attorneyclient privilege and work product are stretching those
doctrines to reach a desired result.

-
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The application of these doctrines, however, varies enormously
depending upon the nature of the expert, the sources of the expert's
information, the relationship between the expert and the attorney,
and whether the expert is a prospective trial witness.

Also,

gerieral attitudes toward the proper breadth of discovery from experts
differ greatly. 2

The result was a series of federal cases reaching

inconsistent results as to the permissible scope of discovery from
experts. 3

The high (or low) point of confusion was reached in one

case where two federal courts reached completely inconsistent
results as to permissible discovery from the same experts in the
same case. 4
B.

The Oregon Cases

Thus far, Oregon has no cases dealing directly with the scope
i

/

of discovery from experts.

Ther~ are, however, two Oregon cases

dealing with the ability to call an opponent's expert at the trial.
Although discovery of an expert and calling an expert as a witness
do present slightly different problems, the arguments against
access to the facts and opinions held by an opponent's expert are
basically the same in both cases.

•

2. . One illustr'ation of this l.s the discovery proposals submi_tted by the Advisory Committee ... Ih 1946 they would have
changed the federal rules to bar any discovery of expert
witnesses. The original 1967 draft of Rule 26(b)(4) would
have allowed unlimited discovery of trial experts relating
to the su..bject of their direct testimony at trial and restricted the discovery of other experts. See Graham, Discovery
of Experts Under Rule 26(b)(4) of the Federal Rules of Civil
Procedure; Part One, An Analytical Study, 1976 Univ. of Ill.
Law Forum, 895, 921-922 (1976 .
3.

The cases are cited in 8 Wright and Miller, Federal Practice
and Procedure, § 2029, 245-2L:.9.

4.

Cold Metal Processing Company v. Aluminum Company of America,
described in 8 Wright and Hiller, supra, pp. 240-241.

-·

'

- 4 In the first case, Brink v. Multnomah County, 224 Or. 507,
356 P.2d 536 (1960), the county retained an appraiser to examine
property in anticipation of condemnation litigation.

The county

did not call the appraiser at trial, but the landowner did. The
county objected to testimony by the appraiser.

The basis for the

objection was not clear, but the trial court refused to let the landowner secure the appraiser's testimony as to the value of the property.
The Supreme Court sustained the trial court's decision principally
because the landowner

failed to make a proper offer of proof.

The court, however, also stated that the testimony should be
excluded because it was a communication from the client to the
attorney and covered by the attorney-client privilege.

The court

said that a communication "by any form of agency" is within the

\

J

\

privilege and relied upon a line of California cases that had
applied this reasoning to discovery of experts.

The court also

said that work product might apply but _it was.. unn_e_c__e_ssar_v_ to
consider this doctrine because the decision rested on other adequate grounds.

Finally, the court also said that the result

·reached was justifiable because broad discovery did not warrant
one party making use of an opponent's preparation for trial to
build the discovering party's case.
Two years later the Oregon court was again faced with the
problem of use of an opponent's expert in Nielsen v. Brown,
232 Or. 426, 374 P.2d 896 (1962).
case.
- ..

)

This was a guest passenger

Defendant's attorney had retained a plastic surgeon to

examine plaintiff in preparation for trial.

Plaintiff had con-

,/

sented to the examination without a court order.

At trial, the
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plaintiff subpoenaed the plastic surgeon.

The defendant asked

that the plaintiff not be allowed to call the doctor.

The court

allowed the doctor to testify and the testimony was favorable to
the plaintiff.

The case was reversed on other grounds, but the

Supreme Court said that there was no error in allowing the
doctor to testify.
The Brink case was distinguished because anything being
connnunicated to the defendant's attorney in the Nielsen case
originated with the plaintiff and not the defendant, and thus
could not be a privileged connnunication.
The defendant's main contention was that the expert's knowledge
was work product.

After extensive review of the federal and Calif-

ornia discovery cases, the court finally concluded that this was
)

more properly the work product of the doctor rather than the attor-

/

ney.

The court then said:
"We are not required to determine in this case
whether on the trial a party may compel his
adversary to produce the report of an expert employed by the latter. The question here is
whether the expert can be called as a witness
by the party who did not employ him and compelled
to testify concerning his investigation, examination, etc., and express his opinion on a question
within his professional knowledge. Neither the
Hickman case nor any other that we have seen is
authority for the proposition that the information
and knowledge in the mind of the expert must be
kept there and away from the jury on the theory
that they are the work product of the lawyer."
232 Or. at 436.
The court also discussed the "unfairness" ground for exclud-

ing the testimony.

The court

~uggeste~ that "testimony

which could be properly admitted at the trial might be excluded
I_
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in a discovery proceeding'' (Page 439), but said in this particular case no claim of unfairness could be made because the information held by the doctor was the result of a physical examination
of the plaintiff herself and the court pointed out that Federal .Rule 35
required the furnishing a copy of the examining physician's report
when a phys.ical examination was ordered by the court.

The Oregon

court said that disclosure was not unfair to the doctor because
the expert was not being compelled to make an investigation but
only to testify to an opinion already formed as a result of an
investigation paid for by the defendant.

Any unfairness to the

defendant was off set by the unfairness of having a party consent to
a physical examination and then not have access to the results.
The court said:
"We are not called upon to express an opinion as
to the correct rule when the testimony involved
is that of an expert employed by a litigant to
appraise real property, make a chemical test,
investigate an engineering problem, or the like.
It is sufficient to say that the ruling of the
trial judge in this case, for the reasons we
have stated, was not erroneous." 232 Or. at
444-445.

1

\·

In summary, the present situation in Oregon is very unclear.
(a)

The cases discussed did not dealwi.th discovery, but the

opinions clearly indicate that the limitations on access to
information discussed would apply, possibly even more strongly,
to discovery of information held by an opponent's expert.
(b)

In dicta,· all three of the potential grounds for limiting

expert discovery (attorney-client privilege, work product and
unfairness) applied in the federal courts to limit expert discovery
I

\.

are applied to discovery in Oregon.
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(c)
clear.

The application of these three doctrines is

not

For example, why is the defense expert who examines

plaintiff's property communicating information from defendant to
defendant's attorney when a defense exper~ who examines plaintiff's
bodyr is not?

Under what circumstances would the information in

the mind of an expert be an attorney's work product?

Is the

unfairness of securing information from an opponent's expert based
upon a party's property interest in the information developed by
his paid expert or the reaction to having one party take advantage
of another's work in securing expert testimony?

What different

considerations would apply in discovery of an opponent's expert
than apply in calling an opponent's expert at trial?
(d)

The expanded scope of discovery in Oregon that results

from the 1977 adoption of the federal definition of scope of
discovery and request for production and inspection, as opposed
to motion for production and inspection (ORS 41.635 and 41.616),
is likely to create more frequent situations where problems with
discovery from experts arise.

- 8 -

II.

RULES

A.

The Federal Rule

The text of Federal Rule 26(b)(4) is as follows:

( 4) Trial Preparation: Experts. Discovery of facts known
and opinions held by experts, otherwise discoverable under the
provisions of subdivision (b) (1) of this rule and acquired or
developed in anticipation of litigation '()r for trial, may be obtained only as follows:
(A) (i) A party may through interrogatories require any other party to identify each person whom the other party expects to
call as an expert witness at trial, to state the subject matter on
which the expert is expected to testify, and to state the substance of the facts and opinions to which the expert is expected
to testify and a summary of the grounds for each opinion. (ii)
Upon motion, the court may order further discovery by other
means, subject to such restrictions as to scope and such provisions, pursuant to subdivision {b) (4) (C) of this rule, concerning fees and expenses as the court may deem appropriate.
(B) A party may discover facts known or opinions held by
an expert who has been retained or specially employed by another party in anticipation of litigation or preparation for trial
and who is not expected to be called as a witness at trial, only
as provided in Rule 35 ( b) or upon a showing of exceptional circumstances· under which it is impracticable for the party seeking discovery to obtain facts or opinions on the same subject
by other means.
(C) Unless manifest injustice would result, (i) the court shall
require that the party seeking discovery pay the expert a reasonable fee for time spent in responding to discovery under subdivisions {b) (4) (A) (ii) and (b) (4) (B) of this rule; and (ii)
with respect to discovery obtained under subdivision {b) ( 4) (A)
(ii) of this rule the court may require. and with resnect to dis.····
. . .
(b) (4) (B) of this rule the
covery obtained_ under subd1v1s1~~in discovery to pay the other
court sha~ requi~e, the party se- d e~penses reasonably incurred. .
.· party a fair portrt1on ?f t~~;i~:~acts and opinions from the exby the latter pa Y mo
pert.
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The federal rule regulates all discovery of opinions held
by experts "acquired or developed in anticipation of litigation
or for trial".

The basic scheme of the federal rule separates

experts into four types:
(a)

Experts a party expects to call at trial.

By interrog-

atories, a party may learn the names of these experts, subject
of their testimony and the substance of the facts or opinions to
which the expert is expected to testify and a summary of the
grounds for each opinion.

Further- discovery is only possible by

court order.
(b)

Experts retained or specially employed by a party and

not expected to be called at trial.

Discovery of these experts

is only possible upon a court order after a showing of exceptional
circumstances under which it is impracticable for the party seeking
discovery to obtain the facts or opinions through his own experts.
(c)

Experts informally consulted but not retained and not

expected to be called at trial.

These are not specifically pro-

vided for under the rule and since the discovery and the methods
provided are exclusive, no discovery at all is possible.

The

advisory committee drafting the rule so indicated.
(d)

Experts who have information not gained in preparation

for trial.
experts who

The federal rule advisory committee indicated that
are actors or viewers of occurrences that give rise

to the suit are not included in Rule 26(b) at all.

The rule only

applies to facts and opinions "acquired or developed in anticipa)

tion of litigation or for trial".
Section (c) of the rule recognizes that a substantial element
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of potential unfairness in expert discovery is one party having
free access to an expert paid by another party or not paid at
all.

The rule, therefore, has detailed provisions for payment

of expenses and in some cases underlying investigation fees when
discovery is allowed.
The rationale behind the principal distinction made in the
rule is sensible.

It is clear that the necessity for discovery

from potential expert witnesses at trial is much higher than other
experts.

Effective cross examination of an expert witness is

difficult without knowing what the expert will say.

This is

particularly true in a jurisdiction that does not automatically
require a hypothetical question and where an expert may give an
opinion based upon facts outside their records and without prior
disclosure of the underlying facts or assumptions giving rise to
the opinion.

The burden to explore the basis for the expert

opinion falls squarely o~ the opponent and full discovery would
seem to be essential.

This appears to be the situation in Oregon.

See Wulff v. Sprouse-Reitz Co., Inc., 262 Or. 293, 498 P.2d 766
(1972). 5 For non-trial experts, the need for disclosure is much
less and the rule need only cover exceptional circumstances where
a party cannot secure the same information by hiring his own
expert witnesses.

5.

~)
\

The court adopted Rule 58 of the Uniform Act on Expert Testimony of the National Conference of Commissioners and Uniform
State Laws, see 262 Or. 307-308. The approach is similar to
that used in Rule 703 and 705 of the Federal Rules of Evidence.
The drafters of the federal rules made reference to the potential scope of discovery in deciding to avoid use of the
hypothetical question.
See discussion in Graham, supra, n. 2, pp.
895-898.

- 11 The federal rule, however, has a number of problems:
1.

The rule does not define experts.

Probably this would

be anyone who applies specialized knowledge not possessed by
the general public to draw conclusions.

The rule is usually

discussed in the context of highly specialized or scientific or
medical experts, but arguably anyone possessing any type of
specialized knowledge could be within the rule.
2.

The limitation of discovery of trial experts to interrog-

atories is too severe.

Interrogatories are useful for securing

names and simple facts and leads for further discovery. They are
not amenable to detailed or flexible discovery. Since the interrogatories are answered by the opposing attorney, they are generally
artfully phrased to comply with the requirements of the rule and
yet say as little of value as possible.

The rule does not provide

a standard for further discovery, and some courts have held very
minimal answers, clearly inadequate for trial preparation, sufficient and refuse to allow further discovery. 6
In an empirical study of the operation of Rule 26(b)(4), the
single largest complaint about the rule was the inadequacy of the
interrogatory procedure. 7

Objections included:

The answers generally contained insufficient information.
The answers usually related what the attorneys hoped the
experts would say rather than their actual opinions.
No provision was made for discovery of qualifications and
background of the expert.
6.

See example in Graham, supra, n. 2, pp. 917-921.

7.

The results of the survey appear in Graham, Discovery of Experts
Under Rule 26(b)(4) of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure;
Part Two, An Em irical Stud and a Pro osal. The respondents
to the survey were ederal judges an magistrates and attorneys
practicing in all Federal District Courts. Eighty-five percent of the respondents felt that the interrogatories did not
provide adequate information for trial preparation. See pp.
17':!

17/.

- 12 There was no way to discover the authorities relied upon
by the expert.
Information about tests and experiments undertaken by the
expert were not revealed.
Since the interogatories were not signed by the expert,
they could not be used effectively for impeachment.
No information on bias, hostility or prior testimony is
provided for impeachment purposes.
There is no chance to make a personal observation of the
potential witness.
3.

The timing of discovery of trial experts has presented

some problems.

Rule 26(b)(4) must be read in conjunction with

Rule 26(e)(l)(b) of the federal rules which require supplementation of responses to expert witness interrogatories.

The

interrogatories, however, are still only available when the
opponent indicates that an expert is expected to testify.

Some

attorneys apparently postpone the "selection" of their experts
until the last moment.

The "Saturday night 11 expert approach

hinders effective discovery and preparation. 8
4.

The complete prohibition of any discovery of experts con-

sulted but not retained presents some problem.

The knowledge of

such an expert is developed in anticipation of litigation, but
the expert is not to be called at the trial and has not been
retained or specially employed and therefore no discovery is
possible at all.

The reason for the complete bar of discovery of

such experts is that an expert consulted but not retained probably
would be not helpful to the party who found the expert and might
be very helpful to the opponent; it would discourage parties from
investigating and adequately preparing their cases if they were
8.

Graham, supra, n. 7, pp. 186-188.

•.

- 13 exposed to the danger of discovery of experts helpful to
\

opponent.

the

Actually, the problem seems to be mainly one of

!

identification.

Once identified the opponent could retain the

consulted expert.

Whether this is a sufficient basis for the

distinction is open to question.

In any case, the line between

a "consulted" and "retained" expert is not clear.

Also, complete

elimination of discovery for this situation seems to be too rigid,
and there may be some instances where a strong, legitimate need
for discovery could be shown. 9
5.

Experts who axe :r..ot retained by either party or consulted

in anticipation of litigation apparently are freely discoverable.
The advisory committee referred to experts who were actors-or
viewers.

This does not mean the same thing as persons who have

expert qualifications and are only ·occurrence witnesses relating
)

facts and not opinions.

The "expert" might be required to apply

his or her expertise to the situation which was observed and draw
conclusions and express opinions.

The key question is whether the

underlying knowledge of the expert was acquired or developed in
anticipation of litigation or for some other reason. This distinction is consistent with the underlying rationale of the rule but
not easily drawn. 10
6.

The most common difficulty related to the above distinc-

tion is employees of a party who are also experts.

Arguably,

regular employees are not covered at all by the rule because they
are not retained or specially employed in anticipation of litigation.
The question, however, is whether these employee experts should be

\

9.

Graham, supra, n. 2, pp. 938-940.

10.

Graham, supra, n. 2, pp. 936-938.
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treated as consulted experts with no discovery at all, or as
occurrence witnesses with completely free discovery.

One reason-

able resolution would be to say that if the employee has knowledge
gained as part of employment and not in anticipation of litigation,
he or she is freely discoverable, but if the employee is specially
assigned to develop knowledge in anticipation of litigation, then
such employee should be treated as specially retained or employed. 11
There has been a difference of opinion on this between cornmenta12
tors on the new rule.
7. The scheme of the fede~al rule, which allows limited discovery from trial experts but no automatic discovery from non-trial
experts, also creates a problem when an expert to be called at trial
-

bases his or her opinions and conclusions on data outside the
(

(

record. 13

If the testifying expert is relying upon the written

report of another expert formally retained or consulted by the
opposing party, there may be difficulty in obtaining full discovery.

Any discovery of that non-testifying expert would require

a showing of exceptional circumstances and if the second-tier
expert were to be informally consulted, no discovery would be
possible at all. 14

w.

11.

Graham, supra, n. 2,

941-943.

12.

See 8 Wright and Miller, supra, § 2033, p. 258; Comment,
Ambiguities After the 1970 Amendments to the Federal
Rules of Civil Procedure Relating to Discovery of Experts
and Attorney's Work Product. 17 Wayne L.Rev. 1145, 1167

(1971).

\_

13.

See discussion at Footnote 5 above.

14.

See Graham, s~pra, n. 7, pp. 196-199.

-

B.

.L.:J -

The Bodyfelt Proposal

The Bodyfelt proposal is much simpler and clearer than the
federal rule.

Most important, the discovery provided for trial

witnesses is in the form of a report prepared by the expert
rather than a statement of the parties as to what the facts and
opinions of the expert are expected to be.
discovery of the expert's qualifications.

The proposal covers
The proposal has a

definition of the expert witnesses covered and clearly eliminates
any dispute about retained, employed or consulted experts.

15

The advantages·l however, are partially due to the fact that
only part of the subj~ct matter of Rule 26(b)(4) is covered.

The

scope of further discovery from testifying experts and the scope
of discovery for non-testifying experts is left to court determina1
,/

tion under existing attorney-client privilege, work product and
unfairness.

The rule does not limit any discovery of experts

beyond what presently exists; it simply provides a routine and
mandatory exchange of reports for testifying experts and avoids
any attorney-client privilege, work product or unfairness arguments.

The rule also clearly provides for fee payments to obviate

unfairness.
Some specific questions might be raised about the procedure
specified in the proposal.
1.

Names of Experts

The rule is not clear whether an opponent can request reports
only from specified named experts or merely submit a general
request for reports of all experts expected to be called at trial.
15.

Actually, Federal Rule 24(b)(4)(1) is not subject to this
problem for experts to be called at trial. The difficulty
lies with experts not to be called at trial.
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Ascertaining the names of experts which an opponent expected to be
called for trial, prior to making the request specified in the
proposaL would be troublesome and expensive. TI1e. more reasonable
approach would be to allow a general request for information about
all experts expected to be called at trial.

The rule could perhaps

be clarified in this area.
2.

Timing
(a)

Request.

There is no limit on when a request can be

made and theoretically a plaintiff could serve such a request with
the complaint.

Since, however, the.opponent is under no fixed

time requirement to respond, thi~ should present no r~al problem.
(b)
l

l

-

Report.

No fixed time is set for response to the

request for discovery other than not less than 30 days before
trial.

This seems reasonable, but does not deal with the situation

where the request is not made until less than 30 days before trial,
or a party does not decide which expert to call within 30 days of
trial or a new expert is selected within 30 days of trial.

Cover-

ing these contingencies does, of course, open up the "Saturday
night" expert problem, but escape hatch from 30 days should be
built into the rule.
(c)
Supplementation.

Under the federal rule, the supple-

mentation requirement of 26(e) assures that if a part~ responds to
a request for discovery and then lat~r changes plans, discovers
new experts, or for some reason is going to call another or different expert at trial, such information will be furnished to the
discovering opponent.

There is presently no supplementation duty

specified in any of the Oregon rules.

Assuming that a general
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request can be made for names and information from trial experts,
a specific reference to duty to supplement should be added.
3.

The Report

One of the principal problems with the report procedure is
that it could result in the same limited information situation
presented by the interrogatory procedures. The report furnished,
of course, could be a complete general report prepared by the
expert and submitted to the employing party and probably would
provide sufficient information for cross examination.

The rule,

however, does not specify whether an existing report should be
given or one specially prepared to respond to the request.

Pre-

sumably, if no report were in existence, one would have to be
prepared.

There is no reason why a special report could not be

prepared in any case; it would be advantageous to prepare a
special· report that limited information included to literal
compliance with the rule.

With the able assistance of counsel,

the expert could easily prepare a report that would be no more helpful than the responses to interrogatories under the federal procedure.
The rule does leave open the possibility of obtaining further
.information by deposition, but under the Brink and Nielsen cases
there may be real problems with work product and attorney-client
privilege and arguably the existence of this rule would encourage
resistance to any further depositions.

This could be an unfortunate

situation as the need for discovery for trial preparation is high.
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4.

Relationship to Existing Exchange of Medical Reports

The rule is not clear what happens in situations where
there is a medical examination of an opponent, presently covered
by ORS 44.620-630.

The report specified under those statutes

appears to be more detailed and also there is a specific provision dealing with the medical reports of the experts of the
claiming party whether or not the claiming party plans to call
these doctors as witnesses.

It is suggested that the Bodyfelt

rule, if used, be specifically made subject to whatever rule is
adopted that is the equivalent of ORS 44.620 to ORS 44.640.
C.

Rules in Other States

Some states adopted the proposed amendment to the federal
rules of 1946 that would have made conclusions of experts
immune from discovery. 16

At the present time, however, most

states either have the pre-1970 version of the federal rules that
does not cover experts at all or have adopted the 1970 revisions
to the federal rules, including 26(b)(4).
Rule 26(b)(4) has not met with unanimous approval among
the federal rule states, and at least one state attempted to
modify the effect of that rule by advisory comment; the Arizona
State Bar Committee that recommended adoption of the new federal
rules said as follows:

. ,.

"Because of our strong desire to maintain absolute uniformity between the State and Federal Rules, we keep
the phrase 'upon motion' in the Rule; but it is intended in this jurisdiction that the motion shall be
perfunctory, and that it will be automatically granted,
barring the most exceptional circumstances, if the
parties are unable to stipulate to the appearance. The
Bar reaffirms its belief in the sound practice that 'the
deposition of an expert may be taken under the same circumstances as any other witness.'" See Wright and Miller,
supra, § 2031, p. 253, f.n. 76 .
,..,.

._., ______.,"!lit'~.,"'!---
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Another state that has a different approach is New Jersey, which
has a rule that specifies that a party:

"* * i,may require any other party to disclose the names
and addresses of proposed expert witnesses, and, unless
the court otherwise orders, such experts may be deposed
as to their opinions at the expense of the deposing
party and at a time and place convenient for the expert
,~ ,~ i," N.J.Court Rules, R. 4:10-2.
Finally, one state has a rule that resembles the Bodyfelt
proposal:
· A party may obtain by written interrogatory or by deposition without the
showing required under section d of this Rule, a written report concerning the
action or its subject matter made by an expert who is expected to testify at the
trial whether or not such report was obtained in anticipation of trial or in
preparation for litigation. If such expert has not made a written report, he may
be examined upon written questions or by oral deposition as to his findings and
opinions.

Maryland Rules of Procedure, R. 400(f).

•.

\

.

D.

The Graham Proposal

There is an exhaustive recent study of the expert discovery
area done by Professor Michael H. Graham of the University of
Illinois Law School.

17

Graham's report contains an analysis of

the federal rule noting most of the problems covered above and
also reports the results of an empirical survey of actual discov18
ery practice involving experts in the federal courts.
The
survey results indicate that actual discovery practice relating
to expert witnesses varies considerably from that contemplated
by Rule 26(b)(4).

The respondents to the survey indicated that,

for trial witnesses, there was further discovery beyond the
interrogatory responses in 84% of the cases either in the form
of a report of the expert or a deposition and in 48% of the cases
both of these additional discovery methods were used.

Seventy-two

percent of the respondents also indicated that discovery of nonwitness experts takes place as a routine matter without resort to
17_
SPP fnnrnnrP~? ~nn 7
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any further court order.

Ninety-four percent of the respondents

indicated that the actual discovery that was taking place for
trial experts did provide adequate material for cross examination
and eighty-three percent of the respondents indicated that the
extensive discovery taking place did not result in one party
taking advantage of his opponent's diligence in preparing for
trial.
Based upon the analysis and survey questions, Graham suggested
the following modifications to Rule 26(b)(4):
· (4) Trial Preparation: Experts. Subject to the provision of Rule
35(b), discovery of facts and data known and opinions held by experts, and the grounds for each opinion, otherwise discoverable under
the provisions of subdivision (b)(l) of this rule and acquired or developed in anticipation of litigation or for trial, may be obtained only
as follows:
(A) A party may discover from a person whom any other party
expects to call as an expert witness at trial, and from the other party,
facts and data known and opinions held by the expert witness together with the grounds of each opinion. Furthermore, if such expert
witness relies in forming his opinion, in whole or in part, upon facts,
data, or opinions contained in a document or made known to him by
· or through another person, a party also may discover with respect
thereto.
. ,
(B) A party may discover facts, data, opinions, and grounds
thereof held by an expert who has been retained, specially employed,
or consulted either formally or informally, by another party or by, or
for, the other party's representative and who is not expected to be
called as a witness at trial, upon a showing of exceptionai circumstances under which it is impracticable for the party seeking discovery to
obtain facts, data, or opinions on the same subject by other means.
{C) Unless manifest injustice would result, (i) the court shall
require that the party seeking discovery of an expert pay a reasonable
fee for time spent in responding to discovery under subdivision
{b)(4){A) and (b)(4)(B) of this rule; and (ii) with respect to discovery
obtained under subdivision (b)(4)(A) of this rule the court may require, and with respect to discovery obtained under subdivision
(b)(4)(B) of this rule the court shall require, the party seeking discovery to pay the other party a fair portion of the fees and expenses
reasonably incurred by the latter party in obtaining facts, data, and
opinions from the expert.

)
(_

Graham's explanation of this rule is as follows:
-

--

.

--·----·:~---

In this form Rule 26(b )( 4) would reflect the actual practice of the
discovery of expert witnesses and also would facilitate the policies
of tl}e Federal Rules of Evidence.

18.

(Continued) to the questionnaire submitted was not high,
13.42%. See Graham, supra, n. 7, p. 171; for a general dis1"'11CC!;f"'\n
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- 21 ~ Discovery of expert witnesses as it exists in practice in actions
pending in federal district courts differs significantly from the procedure theoretically outlined in Rule 26(b)(4) and the Advisory
Committee Notes. Full discovery voluntarily conducted between
counsel is the accepted procedure with expert witnesses expected to
be called at trial. Rule 26(b)(4), therefore, should be amended to
reflect the reality of full discovery. Because the discovery of second
tier experts is necessary to prepare cross-examination and rebuttal
testimony for the testimony of an expert witness at tri"al, Rule
26(6)(4) should provide for mandatory fuil disclosure of these second tier experts.
As for all experts contacted by a party or a party's representative not expected to be called at trial, the Proposed Rule attempts
to meet three overriding concerns. First, if the expert witness is a
second tier expert, the Proposed Rule allows full discovery of the
facts, data, or opinions, and the grounds of each opinion on which
the testifying expert relies. · Second, if the party seeking discovery
finds that obtaining facts, data, or opinions on the same subject
matter by other means is impracticable, the Proposed Rule permits
discovery 8~ limited to that information from the expert not expected
to testify on a showing of exceptional circumstances. Finally, absent exceptional circumstances the Proposed Rule prohibits discovery of any expert not expected to testify who is contacted in any
manner by the party or by, or for, a party's representative regardless
of the existence or absence of compensation. The rationale behind
the blanket prohibition is that the interests of justice are best served
by encouraging access to expert testimony free of any fear that any
consultation ultimately will inure to the benefit of an adverse
party.
Implementation of the Proposed Rule provisions that allow discovery of experts not expected to testify raises an issue about the
disclosure of the identity of consulted experts. A court should pro-.
hibit the disclosure of the names of contacted experts unless the
moving party first has established exceptional circumstances. ' If,
for example, a party by the use of initial discovery obtains knowledge of the existence of information which cannot be obtained from
independent sources, a court should order the disclosure of the name
of the expert and discovery of the expert. If the names of contacted
experts were made available simply on request, opposing counsel
could attempt to contact the expert to obtain favorable information.
Seeking formal or informal discovery of non-testifying experts whose
names have been disclosed has become a significant practice in a
minority of courts. The practice's potential for distortion of the
truth-seeking process both by discouraging resort to experts and by
misleading the jury at trial through disclosure of prior contact with
the opponent mandates barring disc1fture of the expert's identity
absent
"exceptional
circumstances."'
.
- --···---·--. . .
-

19.

Graham, supra, n. 7, pp. 200-202.
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E.

Recommendation

The Graham proposal is an improvement over the existing
Federal Rule 26(b)(4), but it is suggested that the Bodyfelt
rule,. with some modifications, is a better approach to regulation·
of discovery of experts.

The question basically is whether to

attempt to regulate discovery of all experts or deal only with
trial experts.

The Graham survey strongly indicates that there

is substantial and satisfactory discovery of all experts in
the federal system, despite the fairly restricted federal rule.
With the lack of reported cases in Oregon, one could assume
that the situation is at least that liberal in the Oregon
courts/.
The need then is not to develop a new rule regulating
the abuse of expert discovery but, if possible, to avoid limiting the scope of discovery where there is a high and demonstrated
need.

There is such a high need for discovery of experts to be

called at trial, particularly since Oregon has moved away from the
hypothetical question to expert testimony based on outside sources
and without prior disclosure of underlying facts and assumptions.
The existence of the Brink and Nielsen cases presents a potential
for unfair limitation of discovery in the expert witness area and
needless controversy over the application of attorney-client
privilege, work product and unfairness rules to expert witnesses.
The Bodyfelt approach of guaranteeing discovery for these trial
expert witnesses seems to be the most reasonable approach.
The same need for discovery from non-trial expert witnesses
does not exist, and the grounds for controlling abuse of discovery
of non-trial experts exist in the Brink and Nielsen cases.

The
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application of the Brink and Nielsen cases is not clear, but in
many respects the federal rule regulation of non-trial experts
breeds its own ambiguities in attempting to make distinctions
between retained and consulted experts, in dealing with employees
and in dealing with occurrence expert witnesses.
The primary modification in the Bodyfelt approach, however,
should be to avoid the possibility that full disclosure of information necessary for cross examination of trial experts would be
impeded.

This might happen if the reports received are

lent of interrogatories in the federal system.

the equiva-

The approach taken

in the suggested modification is to follow the New Jersey approach
and the Graham suggestion and simply allow full discovery from
trial experts.
)\

The reason for retaining the Bodyfelt approach of

the report procedure, rather than simply specifying that full discovery is available from expert witnesses, was a belief that, in
some cases, the report would be sufficient and would avoid the
expense and difficulty of a deposition.

The exchange of reports

would be encouraged, while not eliminating ultimate resort to a
deposition.

The provision for payment of expenses for attendance

at and preparation fo~_the deposition probably would discourage
routine resort to the deposition procedure.
The other modifications to the rule are a reflection of
the problems discussed in Section B above.

The proposed modifica-

tion also contains a provision taken from the Graham proposal to
deal with second-tier experts as discussed under Section A above.
The proposed rule would be as follows:

•
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(1)

Subject to the provisions of Rule

(rule relating

to the exchange of reports on the physical examination of opponent),
upon request of any party, any other party shall deliver a written
statement signed by the other party or the other party's attorney,
giving the name of any person the other party reasonably expects
to call as 'an expert witness at trial, and stating the areas in
which it is claimed the witness is qualified to testify as an
expert, the facts by reason of which it is claimed the witness
is an expert, and the subject matter upon which the expert is
expected to testify.

The statement shall be accompanied by a

written report prepared by the expert which shall set forth the
substance of the facts and opinions to which the expert will
testify and a summary of the grounds for each opinion.

The

report and statement shall be delivered within a reasonable
time after the request is made and not less than 30 days prior
to the commencement of trial unless the identity of a person to
be called as an expert witness at the trial is not determined
until less than 30 days prior to trial, or unless the request
is made less than 30 days prior to trial.
(2)

A ~arty may also take the deposition of an expert

reasonably expected to be called as an expert witness at trial,
identified as such pursuant to Section (1) of this rule.

If

such expert witness relies in forming his opinion, in whole or
in part, upon facts, data or opinions contained in a document
or made known to him by or through another person, the party may
also discover with respect thereto.
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(3)

Unless the court upon motion finds that manifest

injustice would result, the party requesting a report under
Section (1) of this rule shall pay the reasonable costs and expenses, including expert witness fees, necessary to prepare the
expert's report, and shall pay expert witness fees for the expert
witness' attendance at or preparation for any deposition taken
under Section (2) of this rule.
(4)

If a party fails to timely comply with the request

for experts' reports, or if the expert fails or refuses to
make a report, and unless the court finds that manifest
injustice would result, the court shall require the expert to
appear for a deposition or exclude the expert's testimony if
offered at trial.

If an expert witness is deposed under this

section of this rule, the party requesting the expert's report
shall not be required to pay expert witness fees for the
expert witness' attendance at or prepa~ation for the deposition.
(5)

As used herein, the terms "expert" and- "expert witness"

include any person who is expected to testify at trial in an
expert capacity, and regardless of whether the witness is also
a party, an employee, agent or representative of the party, or
has been specifically retained or employed.
(6)

A party who has furnished a statement in response

to Section (1) of this rule is under a duty to supplement
such response by additional statement and report of any
expert witness that such party-decides to call as an expert
witness after the time of furnishing the statement.
(7)_

Nothing contained in this rule shall be deemed to be

a limitation of one party's right to obtain discovery of
another pqrty's expert not covered under this rule, if otherwise
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Dear Hr. Paulson:
This letter is written to you in your capacity as a member of
The Council on Court Procedures. I hope to appear at your public
hearing March 4, 1978, at Eugene, and testify.
If events prevent
my attendance, please present this letter to the Council in lieu
of my personal appearance.
Probably you have read Kirkpatriak Procedural Reform in Oregon;
it appears in 56 Or L Rev 539, and I particularly invite attention
to page 551.
It seenIB that a vocal group favors beinging Oregon
even closer to the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure than these
people were able to achieve through the 1977 Legislature. The
adoption of any more Federal Rules would compound what I believe
·will prove to have been the gestation of j udiciai anarchy.
Enclosed is a copy of an article from Business Week concerning
problems that have arisen because of Rule 34 FRCP, which appears
in our Code as ORS 41.616. Though the article reports these
problems in-the context of "big" cases, they also plague litigants
in "average" and in "small" cases. I say this from personal experience.
It would be difficult to dispute the suggestion that a court
system has no justification for existence unless it serves those
who resort to it for settlement of their disputes. It would be
equally difficult to dispute that in order to serve those members
of the public, the system must be designed to (1) assure an
equitible disposition of each case, (2) assure uniformity, that
is, consistent and uniform treatment of issues and persons, and
(3) be accessible both in the sense of being readily available to
anybody wherever he lives, and in the sense of being within the
financial means of every member of the public whom the system
purports to be available to serve.
\ .

March 2, 1978
Charles Paulson
Page Two

Any court system which prices itself out of reach of any substantial number of those for whose benefit it ostensibly exists fails
to (1) assure an equitible disposition of each case - i t prevents
an equitable disposition of many cases, (2) fails to assure uni-·
formity - those who can afford their day in court may have it but
those who cannot afford litigation have only the alternative
of paying under circumstances faintly redolent of extortion,
and (3) fails to be readily available to anybody - but is instead only available to those who can endure the cost.
Not only Rule 34, but much of the Federal system defeats these
criteria (and I fear the same effect for Oregon).
Litigat_ion
in Federal courts is beyond the financial means of the "small"
or "average" litigant, who simply cannot afford the cost of
the time and effort required to cope with the "paper blizzard"
which commences with"discovery" and terminates with a rehash of
the case in the form of a Pretrial Order which amounts to no more
than a rehash of the paperwork that has gone before and which
serves no useful function beyond a (sometimes imprecise and confusing) fiPst and essential statement of the issues and theories,
which could and should have been framed at the beginning through
responsive fact pleadings as is the present practice in Oregon.
Probably the problem under Rule 34 could be ameliorated but not
eliminated (and the inevitable future problem under ORS 41.616
will be slowed if there is no additional tinkering with the Code)
if the Federal cases commenced with responsive fact pleadings.
No system of civil procedure should be permitted to commence with
such a hodge-podge that, as is often the situation in Federal cases,
even the plaintiff's attorney feels he must resort to voluminous
"discovery" in an effort to identify the theories of his case and
the ultimate facts which will constitute his contentions.
Historically, the so-called federal 11 notice pleading" was designed to eliminate 11 technicalities. 11 This word actually was used
as an euphemism for "he isn't sufficiently competent to prepare
a pleading. 11 In other words, the actual justification for notice
pleading is that the proponents of it have adopted as their cPedo
"make it easy." in t..l-ie place of II get it right. 11 •
This was done
·without consideration of the ultimate waste in attorney time,
court time and litigants' money that inevitably resulted from the
need, real or imagined, to flail away with interrogatories,
demands for documents, etc., in an effort to identify the subject
matter and ultimate issues of the controversy.

,.

.March 2, 1978
Charles Paulson
Page Three

Once the parties have gone through all the " simple, liberal"
(and horribly expensive) procedures, they then must face up to
the undeniable proposition that the alternative to anarchy is
a judicial record which demonstrates the existence of jurisdiction
to adjudicate the controversy and from which it can be told what
it is that has been adjudicated.
This is necessary to assure that
the litigants have been afforded their constitutional rights. Any
system that sanctions a judgement entry without a supporting record
would arnrnount to a threat to, and a repudiation of, due process.
Accordingly, the participants are brought full circle and finally
compelled to do by Pretrial Order what should have been done
initially: Plead legally sufficent causes and defenses.

( )

(

)

I wonder if "reform" is an appropriate word to use in discussing
any movement to overhaul the Oregon Code of Civil Procedure by
seeking to ape the Federal system, because "reform" carries with
it the connotation of making better by stopping abuses and introducing better procedures.
Considered in light of practical experience, the recent "reforms" have stopped no abuses nor introduced better procedures. We already have, heedless of the potential consequences, proceeded too far in the adoption of an
alien system of jurispurdence which is ill suited to securing
to the citizens of Oregon the rights to which they are entitled
under their organic law.
Is the "reform" movement an activity
carrieC:. on for the sake of the activity itself? no those who
suggest we ape th e Fec:eral system lack an understand.ing of that
which they seek to "reform" and do they lack an appreciation of
the bur~ensom economic consequences that accompanied the Federal
system? Are they actuated by other considerations, perhaps personal convenience? I have neither seen nor heard any real reasons
supporting any cry for "reform" of Oregon Civil Procedure.
It
is true there has been strident, but isolated, criticism in the
for m of epithets directed at the Oregon Code of Civil Procedure,
but no one has ma de available for me a reasone d criticism which
would consist of (1) enumeration of the things for which changes are
suggested, (2) a collation of recoITmended alternatives, (3) a
reasone d discourse on why the substitute is preferable to the
original, and ( 4 ) a feasibility statement which would necessarily
include an analysis in t e r ms of such bourgeois considerations as
time and expense.
Sincerely,

u

u
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Speeding pretrial discovery
to save huge costs
and prevent long delays
Lawyers are becoming increasingly worried about the costly and time-consuming pretrial maneuvering that is now
routine in major lawsuits. The problem
centers on "discovery," the legal procedure by which each party to a lawsuit
demands documents and depositions
from the other side before trial. In
recent years discovery has extended to
millions of documents and hundreds of.
hours of depositions in a single case.
Lately, however, there are signs that
some kind of reform is on the way. At
the recent annual conference of the U. S.
Second Circuit Court of Appeals in New
York, the federal circuit with the
nation's heaviest docket of civil=eases,
Chief Judge Irving R. Kaufman told
some prominent New York attorneys
that "litigation too often resembles the
duels of the young gentlemen of San
Francisco in the last century, who
matched each other tossing gold coins
into the bay until one cried 'Enough!' "
Judge Kaufman urged consideration of
six proposals to "bring reason and
measure to the opening notes of a trial."
Last month he named a private commission of jurists, lawyers, and legal
scholars to find ways to implement the
proposals. And a special committee of
the American Bar Assn. appointed last
year to study "discovery !lbuse" has just
released a report calling for . several
major changes in the Federal Rules of
Civil Procedure.
An Ohio case. The difficulties with the
current pretrial procedures are illustrated by the angry fight now going on
between Arthur Andersen & Co., the
accounting firm, and the state of Ohio.
In April, 1972, Ohio sued Andersen to
recover $8 million that the state had
invested in notes of King Resources Co.
Ohio says that it had relied on allegedly false and misleading statements
and opinions that Andersen prepared for
KRC, which collapsed in 1971 and is now
in bankruptcy proceedings. Ohio contends that the financial statements did
not show the extent of KRC's dependence
on-and likelihood of losing-a single
customer, Fund of Funds Ltd., a mutual
fund controlled by Investors Overseas
Services Ltd., of Geneva.
To prove its case, Ohio sought papers
relating to the KRC-IOS connection. Discovery rules provide for judicial inter-

·. ·

Chief Judge Kaufman: Six proposals for
"reason and measure" in pretrial routine.

vention only as a last resort when cooperation among the lawyers for the
parties breaks down, but Ohio claimed
that Andersen was being uncooperative
and appealed to U. S. District Judge
Sherman G. Finesilver. in Denver in
April, 1976. It asked Finesilver to order
the accountants to turn over about 1,000
pages of documents that were in their
Geneva office. Andersen objected, citing
Swiss law that prohibits disclosure of
such information. ·
That led to a round of litigation that is
still going on. So far, there have been
several hearingsbefore Judge Finesilver,
two appeals to the 10th Circuit Court of
Appeals, and one unsuccessful attempt
to appeal to the U. S. Supreme Courtall over this relatively narrow issue.
Ohio has spent $60,000 on attorneys' fees
and other costs on this phase of the
litigation alone, and Andersen says it
has spent more than $71,000 "solely in
connection with compliance efforts."
Losing patience. Such costs and prolonged delays do not make the case
unusual. What does make it unusual is
LEGAi AFFAIRS

that Judge Finesilver finally lost patience with what he characterized as
Andersen's "inordinate" delays and ordered Andersen to pay Ohio's legal costs.
In an even rarer act, he declared that the
accountants would not be permitted to
oppose two of Ohio's damaging key
contentions about what information the
accounting firm possessed.
Andersen is bitterly contesting Judge
Finesilver's orders in the U.S. appeals
court. It claims that the judge has disregarded its good faith, ignored the Swiss
law, and failed to note that the firm had
turned over all the documents by last
June. Most.of the delay about which the
judge complains, Andersen says, was the
result of a court of appeals stay in 1976
of his order to produce the documents.
The current appeal is still pending.
Overseers proposed. To end this kind of
fruitless contention, Judge Kaufman has
proposed a "voluntary masters' project,"
in which practicing lawyers would give
part of their time to oversee the initial
stages of major lawsuits. The need for
special masters, or judges' assistants,

In one pretrial battle,
Ohio has spent $60,000 and
Arthur Andersen $71,000

\
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arises because there are too few federal
judges to handle the enormous caseloads, explains Alan J. Hruska, partner
in Cravath, Swaine & Moore and cochairman of the new commission. "If a
judge had time," Hruska says, "he could
more easily call the litigants in and say,
'We can treat this case like World War
II or find a simpler way out.' "
The master's chief method of "breaking through the war mode," Hruska
says, would be to help narrow the issues.
A major criticism of the current discovery process is that it permits, in the
words of Francis R. Kirkham, partner in
the San Francisco firm of Pillsbury,
Madison & Sutro, an "endless, purposeless, wandering journey" through the
files and minds of the parties.
Such discovery can be excruciatingly
expensive. Arthur L. Liman, partner in
the New York. firm of Paul, Weiss,
Rifkind, Wharton & Garrison, estimates
that the cost of a deposition in New York
is $3,000 per: lawyer per day. "Easily
more than half the cost of a commercial
case goes into discovery," says Edwin J.
Wesely, partner in the New York firm of
Winthrop, Stimson, Putnam & Roberts
and chairman of the bar association's
committee on discovery.
"An early definition of the issues
would expose and highlight claims and
defenses that could be resolved quickly,"
'T'homas D. Barr told the audience at the
recent Second Circuit conference. Barr, a
partner at Cravath, Swaine & Moore; is
chief defense counsel for International
Business Machines Corp. in the Justice
LEGAL AFFAIRS
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Dept.'s monopolization suit now pendingin federal court in New York-a suit
that may hold the record for the millions
of documents produced in discovery.
Barr concedes that lawyers often "waste
. our own clients' time and money as well
as our opponents'."
Supposed to save time. It is ironic that
discovery has led to so many blind alleys.
It was first introduced in 1938 to shed
more light on each case and avoid "trial
by ambush," Wesely says. But because
... the federal procedural rules permit
"discovery of li"ny document "relevant to
the subject matter involved" in the
lawsuit, rather than relevant to the
more limited area of "issues raised by"
the suit, endless searches result.
The special ABA committee recommends that the federal rules be formally
amended to include this more limited
.standard. It also wants to limit the right
... oflawyers.to.send.ouLwritten questions
to the parties. "There is horrendous
abuse in this area," Wesely says. "In one
afternoon a young lawyer can set adver0
•

A call for lawyers to
devote part of their time
to overseeing discovery
saries off on months of work." The
special committee's suggested reforms
are tentative; the ABA as a whole has not
yet approved them. Federal rule changes
thell1$elves would have to come from the
U. S. Supreme Court.
Nader's opposition. The various proposals
for reforms have not found universal
approval. At the Second Circuit conference, Ralph Nader criticized the masters
idea, saying that the "appearance of
conflict" would be "irremediable." Lawyers, says Nader, cannot divorce their
professional lives from the task of acting
as impartial referees. Instead, he recom. mended a closer look at lawyers' incentives in big cases, especially their practice of billing by the hour.
Hruska responds that Nader's fears
are exaggerated. "No good lawyer enjoys
the sort of things that do waste money
and time," he says. "If they could avoid
them, they would." Moreover, Hruska
asserts, the lawyer serving as master
would have no motive to give one side or
another the edge. His role would simply
be to reduce delays. Unlike the ABA
special committee's proposals, the voluntary masters project would not require
formal rule changes by the Supreme
Court. Hruska's commission hopes to
submit detailed plans to Chief Judge
Kaufman next spring.
Whatever reforms ultimately go
through, most knowledgeable lawyers
expect some changes during the coming
year. "We don't want to go back to trial
by ambush," says Wesely. "We don't
want to lose what we have, but we will if
we can't stop the abuse of it."
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